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Kennedy named 104th justice
WASHINGTON (AP) — Anthony Kennedy,
President Reagan's third choice to fifl out the Supreme Court, was confirmed unanimously by the
Senate yesterday.
Liberals and conservatives alike praised Kennedy as a conservative judicial craftsman without
a rigid ideology. He was approved on a vote of 97-0.
Trie 51-year-old appellate judge from California
will become the 104th justice to sit on the nation's
highest court.
Kennedy will be sworn in Feb. 18 in an investiture ceremony to be held in the ornate Su?reme Court courtroom, said court spokeswoman
oni House.
Setting the tone during an hour of low-key floor

statements that preceded the Senate vote, liberal
Sen. Edward Kennedy said the nominee "has
demonstrated integrity, intelligence, courage and
craftsmanship — and a judicial philosophy that
places him within the mainstream of constitutional interpretation."
The Massachusetts senator said Kennedy does
not consider the Constitution "a fossil frozen in the
past."
And he called the nominee a "brilliant pioneer"
in writing an opinion that struck down the so-called
legislative veto, which gave each house of Congress power by itself to override actions by executive agencies. The Supreme Court upheld Kennedy's ruling.

Or.ce Kennedy is there, court watchers can only
guess how he would vote on such key issues as
abortion, affirmative action, and separation of
church and state.
In his confirmation hearings last December, and
his more than 400 opinions as a federal appellate
judge, the Sacramento, Calif., native didn't leave a
clue.
That vagueness won Kennedy the praise of senators, who described him as a "case-by-case" judge
with no ideological agenda — just like the man he
would replace, Lewis F. Powell. Powell cited his
age. 79. in announcing his retirement last June 26.
The last Senate vole on a Supreme Court nominee followed a barrage of television commercials.

radio spot announcements and full-page newspaper ads by supporters and opponents of former
appellate judge Robert Bork.
Bork was considered by a majority of the Senate
as too ideologically rigid to protect the civil rights
and privacy of all Americans, and it voted 58-42 on
Oct. 23 to reject confirmation.
A bitter President Reagan countered with the
nomination of Douglas Ginsburg, another appellate judge, but Ginsburg withdrew from consideration after admitting he smoked marijuana while a
Harvard Law School professor.
Q See Kennedy, page 12.

'Feds' ask for
loan monies
return of state
by Jpff Batdorf
staff reporter

BG News/Rob Upton

Get the picture
Jan Draime, senior retailing major, takes pose instructions from photographer John Donovan during her senior portrait sitting yesterday
afternoon. Donovan is currently on campus for the last session of

senior pictures for the 1988 Key yearbook. This last session wii
tinue through Friday, Feb. 12 for all May and August graduates.

Business sought
by Julie Wallace
assistant wire editor

With many small towns vying
for industry, plans for organizing a group designed to draw
companies to Bowling Green
may soon be finalized.
Following a meeting with
former mayor Bruce Bellard,
Mayor Edwin Miller said a
community meeting for everyone interested in the economic
future of the city is tentatively
scheduled for Feb. 24. The time
of the meeting will be announced.
Bellard said if the organization is created, it would be in
charge of promoting the city to
companies interested in expanding or relocating.
'"The industrial development
field is very competitive, Bellard said. "There are companies
expanding, but communities
have to seek them out and offer
incentives."
The idea of an economic development group is not original,
Fostoria, Findlay and
Toledo already have similar

Plastic plant to open

"For every one job we create
from industry, it creates
about four more jobs
throughout the community,
so everyone would benefit."

byGregConnd
dty editor

-Bruce Bellard, former mayor
groups and have seen promising
results, he said.
Miller said the group would
join several community organizations in efforts at economic
development.
"I want to coordinate all the
activities from the various
groups into one group headed by
one individual that will be the
stemline for getting the kind of
industry we want," Miller said.
Currently there are several
committees within the Chamber
of Commerce and a group called
Industrial Properties Inc. working toward the city's economic
growth.
Ron Parshall, president of Industrial Properties Inc. and
area manager of Columbia Gas
of Ohio, said the development of

Thursday

a new organization can only be
beneficialto the city.
"By attracting industries to
Bowling Green, it creates jobs
and develops a strong tax base."
he said. ''The merchants will
benefit and there will just be a
healthier climate overall in the
city."
Members of the proposed
group would include representatives from 20 different groups in
the community, Bellard saia.
"Anyone interested in developing the economic standpoint of the community could be
involved," he said. "For every
one job we create from industry,
it creates about four more jobs
throughout the community, so
everyone would benefit.''
U See Economy, page 7.

The opening of an industrial plant will provide an undisclosed number of new jobs for
Bowling Green residents this wring.
Fred Ttmpe, president of The Carton Company, said the company hopes to finalize the
purchase of the former Armco Industries plant,
501 E.PoeRd., around April 1.
•
Carton, a manufacturer of plastic products
for industrial conponents, will move its "lights
out" molding openrtion to Bowling Green from
its Clinton, Iowa plant, sources within the company said
The namC'lights out" was given to the operation because it Is set up by employees during the
day and runs with minimum employee input at
! said the number of employees Carton
willhife cannot yet be determined.
"It would be premature to say how many employees well need. We are reviewing our staffing requirements and we'll be in a better position to say how many well need in two or three
weeks," he said.
The current owners of the building, Contech
Construction Products, will lay-off approximately JO employees when they vacate the

building Feb. 29.
Ttmpe said Carton may hire some of the laidoff Con tech workers.
"Our director of human resources is aware of
the situation out there and we will go out and interview some of the people there, Timpe said.
"How exactly that will he handled, I don't yet
know, but we do want an opportunity to interview those people."
Jim Whitmer, scheduler/expediter for Contech, said some of the products manufactured
in the Bowling Green plant will be produced at
other Contech plants, some product designs wii
be sold to other companies, and some will be
discontinued.
Contech produces products for construction
companies including telecommunications and
Whitmer said the sale of the Bowling Green
building is not an indication of problems with
Contecn's 31 other plants nationwide.
Contech Construction Products.was founded
in June 1966, when executives of Armco's construction products division purchased the operation, Whitmer said.
The decision to locate the new Carton plant in
Bowling Green was based on the city's proximity to machine shops and support facilities in
Toledo, and to the company's home offices in
Cleveland, sources said.

News in Brief
Graduation speaker sought

( 'University students are sending their
hearts to a hostage, see story page three.
DA Toledo school official and University alum gives his firsthand advice
on staying In school, see story page four.
DOne professor was not treated as a
foreigner during a recent trip to China,
see story page five.
OA task force has been formed to reverse student apathy, see story page six.

Agencies in states that guarantee student loans nationwide
are upset over legislation passed
by Congress, asking for $250 million to be returned to the federal
government although the money
does not belong to the government, according to an Ohio official.
"The feds have really pulled a
fast one," said David Harmon,
executive director of the Ohio
Student Loan Commission, describing the law passed by Congress in December as part of the
1988 budget.
The law asks for student loan
agencies from most states to return a total of $250 million to
help reduce the budget deficit.
Under law, Ohio would be forced to turn over $27 million,
making it the second largest
payment ever returned to the
government, according to Harmon.
Beginning in the 1960s, the
federal government began distributing different amounts of
money to state agencies in case
students default on their bank
loans. If a student does default,
the state agencies can repay the
bank the student owes through
reserves.
The government funded the
state reserves with base or seed
money. In time, state agencies
increased this money base
through interest income and

through insurance fees paid by
money borrowers.
Now that most state agencies
can function on their own, the
government wants the base
money back to help reduce the
budget deficit, Harmon said.
However, according to Harmon, most state agencies have
already paid back the government with base money given to
them. Harmon said that not only
does the government want
money already returned, it also
wants more money than it originally gave. He said the entire
amount of base money provided
by the government in the 1960s
does not equal the $250 million
the government wants back
now.
"It's a seizure of funds, not a
return," Harmon said.
Harmon blames the federal
government's General Accounting Office for the seizure. He
said that it is possible the accounting office knew all along
that state agencies had paid the
S;ovemment back, and was just
ooking for an excuse to get
more money out from states to
help decrease the deficit.
"They didn't care," Harmon
said.
Because of the government's
request, South Dakota and Montana have stopped giving out
student loans. Harmon said that
one out of every three people going to college in the U.S. is paying for his education with the
help of a college loan.
See Loans, page 12.

A speaker for May commencement has not been
selected, and a search to find a final candidate is
continuing, said Dwight Burtingame, vice president of University relations.
Burtingame said he has received replies from
several candidates who stated they could not
speak at the graduation. He added he could not
release the names of the candidates he has contacted.
According to Burtingame, he would like to have
a name of a speaker, out it takes time to contact
each individual.

"It takes a week to get a response," he said.
"(They have) busy schedules and I don't know
when I'll have a name."

Watch for snow emergency
With three to four inches of snow predicted by
mid-morning, car owners are reminded the city
assumes a state of snow emergency any time accumulation reaches two inches and if the prospect
for more snowfall exists.

The mayor's office released a statement yesterday saying an emergency can go into effect even
without formal announcment.
If the emergency begins between 7 a.m. and 9
p.m. car owners have two hours to remove parked
vehicles from the city's streets. If the emergency
occurs between 9 p.m. and 7 a.m. cars must be removed by 7 a.m.
Any cars remaining after the alloted time limits
may be towed at the owner's expense, the statement said.
The snow may be mixed with freezing rain today.
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Bad example set
by USG member
Leaders should set examples for others to follow, and student leaders are no exception.
Former National, State and Community Affairs
coordinator for the Undergraduate Student
Government, Jeff Lors recently resigned from his
post. Lors said he did this because of conflicts
within the organization.
However, Lors may have had another reason for
quitting USG. The former cabinet member used the
organization's credit card without University authorization to pay for a dinner at the Pheasant
Room as part of a committee meeting to discuss
divestment.
Lors said he thought he had authorization for using the card to pay for the meals. And the organization's treasurer admitted he said the dinner was
"okay," but apparently no one thought to approach
Gregg DeCrane, assistant vice president of student
activities and budget coordinator for USG, for authorization as is required by the University.
According to Jim Perry, USG vice president, the
main problem is not the dinner, but that Lors concealed the card from him and USG President Dave
Robinson.
The card was missing and mysteriously turned
up in Lors' pocket sometime around Christmas
break.
Lors said he thought his having the card was not
"that big of a deal."
As a former campus leader, Lors should rethink
his position. Using your organization's money, actually students' money contributed through the
mysterious "general fee," at your discretion without proper authorization is a selfish practice.
Student government should set an example to follow. When one member acts irresponsibly, he can
discredit the whole organization.

Protest positions linked
We have a friend who feels
quite strongly about the link between opposition to apartheid
and the course of divestiture.
He feels so strongly about it, in
fact, that he has come to believe
that the only way the University
community can demonstrate its
outrage at the policies of Botha's
South Africa is to divest the
BGSU Foundation's funds.
He says this action-however
gestural it may appear to somewould publicly identify BGSU
faculty, staff, and students with
the cause of equal rights of the
Black race in South Africa. Anything less than divestiture, he
would argue, is at its best an
inadvertent capitulation to racism-and. ultimately, the forces
of genocide.
Strong stuff, this position. But
we admire its singlemindedness. Clearly, apartheid
is a moral evil, a cancer that
cannot be supported by sense,
reason, or revelation. And, while
good men may disagree about
how best to fight it, it is hard to
quarrel with the symbolic power
of such an act as divestiture.
No man, no group of men, so
most of us would argue, should
have the right to declare a whole
race inferior ■ to another-and
build a cultural consensus
around it. Would we want a
single dollar of ours to benefit
such a regime? No.
Few of us, then, can argue
with the sincerity of the fellow
who has such a "monolithic"
position on a topic of arguably
momentous importance. Compare, though, ananalogous position that some espouse on the to-

t

By Bruce Edwards

A Word in Edgewise
Peter Schreff ler

O
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of the abortion rights movement—a coalition of wealthy,
white, middle-to-upper-class
doctors, lawyers, psychologists,
politicos seeking advancement,
self-styled feminists, and other
pundits—has been to reduce the
number of "unwanted pregnancies," specifically among minority groups.
The same metaphysics that
informs the racist policies of
South Africa also animates the
leftward abotion-rights mentality that has emerged in the
years since Roe vs. Wade. Simply put, in both scenarios one
witnesses the rise of a vocal,
millitant, defiant group of
whites who have usurped the
privilege of arbitrating the beginning, the value, and the end
of human life. Both sets of "policies" are rooted in selfishness
and, if we may say it, racism.
Before he "saw the light" and
began a run for the Presidency,
Reverend Jesse Jackson referred to abortion as what it is:
black genocide.
How ironic it is, then, that unlike one opposed to apartheid,
the anti-abortion activist is often
perceived as an ignorant, antidemocratic "policeman" of pri-

pic of abortion rights, and the
usual reaction to it.
Most pro-lifers we know are as
single-minded as our antiapartheid friend. They believe
no one should have the "right"
to define away the personhood of
a fellow creature made in God's
image just because she is unborn. They oppose the sordid
devaluation of human life that
relinquishes the destiny of the
unborn to the latest poll of 1000
Americans. They rail against a
single tax dollar of theirs being
spent to fund abortions or abortion referal.
Whether you agree or disagree with their stance, it is
hard to deny its motivation and
roots. The same concern for the
sanctity and dignity of the individual human life that energizes
the anti-apartheid activist to
picket, to call for divestiture, to
risk appearing too "narrow,"
that same concern also energizes the pro-lifers in their quest
to give all unborn children the
right to life.
while abortion rights have
been cloaked in the various costumes of "human rights," "women's rights," and even "economic rights," the core doctrine

vate moral decisions, ffissinglemindedness is equated not with
resolve and fortitude but with
religious intolerance or misogyny. The question is, Why?
That a person can argue
against apartheid while holding
fast to a position that subsumes
the murder of the unborn under
the rubric "reproductive rights"
is initially baffling, but a closer
look may reveal a source of this
contradiction.
If I take a stand against the
evil of state-sponsored racism in
South Africa, I risk nothing. I've
taken the right position, and
that's that. The details of constructing a humane, egalitarian
society can be worked out-over
there.
If, however, I oppose abortion,
I risk having to live by my moral
declaration someday. I may impregnate a woman without any
plan or desire to raise a child. I
may be that woman. I may one
day discover that the child developing within my girlfriend's
or wife's uterus is markedly
handicapped. I may be called to
But my money where my moraty is, and help raise a child
spared the abortionist's scalpel.
The string of "I mays" could
go on forever, but the point is
that a stand against abortion
almost certainly will mean personal sacrifice or inconvenience. The call for divestment as
a moral imperative by white
American almost certainly will
not.
Peter Schreffler is a teaching
fellow, and Bruce L. Edwards is
an associate professor in the
Department of English.

Crossword makes for puzzling pastime
Two words, fifteen letters,
first letter "C," twelfth and thirteen letters, "Z."
Clue: "The most frustrating
pseudo-intellectual pursuit
created in the history of mankind."
Hint: the answer has nothing
to do with that greatest piece of
fluff ever to hit the television
airwaves, "Wheel of Fortune."
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By Mike
Doherty
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Related Riddle: What's black
and white and made specifically
for squares?
The Final Jeopardy Answer
(er, rather, Question), "What is
a crossword puzzle?"
Well, perhaps a better question would be a typically cynical
"Why DO crossword puzzles,
anyway?"
It all started back when I was
an innocent, naive freshman (is
that a redundancy?), and this
very publication which you now
hold was in the habit of daily
printing the Los Angeles Times
version of etymological masochism.
At the time, it seemed like a
simple goal to set for myself:
before I graduated, I would finish, complete, succeed at, consummate (these puzzles are
wonderful for building a battery
of synonyms) one, just ONE of
these (unbelievably gross adjective censored) things.
I'm still waiting.
Since this fine publication no
longer prints my daily trip into
frustration, I now spend 70 cents
every day to buy two newspapers that can fulfill my addiction. Twice, I've come within
one letter of finishing a USA Today puzzle, and numerous attacks on the Plain Dealer have
produced similar results.
Actually, several times I've
completed the puzzle you can
find in Bowling Green's other
newspaper, The Daily-Sentinel
Tribune, but that version is
famous for clues like "dog's
foe," (three letters, first letter
"C"), so finishing one of those is
kind of like throwing a no-hitter
in Double-A ball. It's nice, but
all it really does is make you
want to make it in the big time
even more.
Rough calculations show that
I've purchased and tried over
750 crossword puzzles in the last
three years. And now that I'm
an innocent, naive senior (is that
a contradiction?) why do I
bother to keep trying?
In truth, there are benefits to
be gained from crossword puzzling; the aforementioned vocabulary-building, of course, it's a
good way to blow off time with
out deferring to the boob tube,
and best yet, it's much easier to
avoid doing homework when you
can rationalize that what you're
doing is quasi-educational anyway.
And you learn some great material tor future potential trivia

Respond
The BG News editorial
Siage is your campus
orum.
Address submissions to:
The BG News
Editorial Editor
214 West Hall

ing (which he or she may actually mistake for note-taking), or
perhaps looking contemplative
as you consider what a particular clue may mean—and even
your sharpest teacher will usually interpret that as thoughtfulness provoked by his or tier
stimulating lecture.
The only problem with this is
that well-intentioned classmates
will often start offering ideas to
you about that missing letter in
42 Across, or what that long
word in 6 Down is; not only can
this interfere with the purpose of
the serious crossworder (whom

contests: "Yemen's Capital"
(four letters, first letter "A")
and "007 adversary" (10 letters,
fifth letter "F"); and if you're
worried that people will accuse
you of wasting time, well, what
better way is there to do impromptu preparation for geography and/or RTVF?
Speaking of classes, crossword puzzles are the single best
way ever invented for not paying attention in class.
Take the newspaper along,
fold it over in your notebook, and
even if the teacher looks straight
at you, all you're doing is writ-

you can identify by the fact that
he/she works in ink)—that is, to
finish a puzzle alone (I guess you
could refer to that as "being at
cross purposes"), but it also
tends to annoy the teacher.
But I guess that's just a
("gamble, six letters, second
letter "H") I'll have to take.
Doherty, a ("fourth-year student," six letters) from (two
words, 12 letters/'college town
in Northwest Ohio") is a (nine
letters, "regular editorial
writer") for the News.

Letters
Faithful Dawg-lovers
aren't fairweather fans

can't blame you for some of your
misplaced aggression but you're
(sorry) barking up the wrong
tree.

In regards to the column,
Steeler fan waiting, placed in
your paper on Friday, Jan. 29:
Twenty-one years. . . that's
how long I've been waiting Mr.
Mastro. I'm not upset about
your jealous taunting over
Cleveland's AFC championship
game or your petty attempt to
degrade Cleveland in general.
What gets my goat is after all
we've been through, after being
so close so many times and
never once being able to smoke
the cigar; you have the gall, the
nerve, the utter stupidity to presume that Cleveland fans are
that species of animal (most
commonly found in the Greater
Pittsburgh area) known as the
fair-weather. Come on... I know
you had it rough this year and I

Mr. Mastro, I'm from Cleveland! And although for some
reason you think I should be
ashamed of that fact, I'm not.
I'm proud to be a Browns fan
and no matter how much you
and your fellow Steeler fans hate
to hear this, we're the better
team this year and will be again
next year. I am one fan who just
can't wait.
I guess you will just have to
put up with the howling and the
reminders that you do nave one
of the absolutely worst quarterbacks in history in Mark Bumlone for yet another year. As for
myself and the rest of Cleveland, we will just keep waiting

until we are delivered to that
promised land by Bernie
(Moses) Kosar. You see, Mr.
Mastro, while we keep waiting
for next year, we will be served
by that constant reminder of
how the Steelers won and won
and won for so many years while
the Browns tried to piece
together a winning season. It is
Cleveland's turn now. To you
and all your fellow Steeler fans:
we offer our deepest sympathy
knowing that next year you will
be faced with the same losing
and depressing antics, cheering
for a team that has literDy
"gone to the Dawgs." Oh yes,
Mr. Mastro. . . wait till next
year.

BobSchweizer
209 N. Enterprise
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USG post planned Hostage not forgotten
"The position will help the
government be structurally
sensitive to the needs of
minority students on this
campus..."

by Catherine Hoehn
staff reporter

The Undergraduate Student
Government is planning to
create a Minority Affairs and
Human Relations cabinet member position to better represent
University minority students,
according to David Robinson,
USG president.
The cabinet position will be
created only if the General Assembly votes to amend the Student Body Constitution. The motion was voted on and approved
once last Thursday. However,
amendments must be voted on
and approved two- times by
three-fourths majority vote to
become part of the constitution.
Robinson said this two-week
process helps maintain stability
in the government, and allows
time to "give thought to the issues throughout the week."
The second vote will be held at
tonight's meeting.
"As soon as the position is approved, it will be tilled as soon
as possible." Robinson said.
"The position will help the
government be structurally sensitive to the needs of minority
students on this campus, not
only this year but for many
years to come.

r

IflL "

-Dave Robinson, GSG president
"We will go ahead with interviewing people for the position.
Ill be talking to leaders in the
minoritv community," he said.
"I don t see a problems with
that. There was not a single vote
against it last week."
Two other resolutions from
last week's meeting also passed.
Robinson proposed that USG
thank Congressman Delbert Latta for his years of service to the
University and wish him luck in
the future. The motion passed
unanimously.
"Don Pond and I worked on
that. Knowing what he (Latta)
has done for this community,
and the fact that he is retiring
after 30 years in Congress, he
deserves to be congratulated,"
Robinson said.
General Assembly also apSroved a recommendation by
regg DeCrane, assistant vice
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David Jacobsen, who was kidnapped by Shiite
Moslems and later released, said a hostage can
face pain and death at the hands of his captors but
the pain of not being remembered back home can
be even greater.
"What happens is the hostages
tend to be forgotten, then they
Set devalued, and then they're
ead," Jacobsen said in a telephone interview yesterday.
In hopes this doesn't happen to
hostage and journalist Terry
Anderson, the University chapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists/Sigma Delta Chi, is
participatinB ui the "Give Your ^n""*on
Heart to the Hostages" Valentine campaign to free
hostages in Lebanon.
"We've had a tremendous response to the Valentine's campaign. It has been very heartening and
will mean a lot to the hostages," said Peggy Say,
sister and spokesperson for Anderson.
SPJ/SDA is specifically focusing its efforts on
Anderson, the Associated Press chief Middle East
correspondent, because he is a journalist, according to Caroline Langer, president of the Society of
Professional Journalists/Sigma Delta Chi.
Anderson was kidnapped by Shiite Moslems on
March 16, 1985, outside the Lebanese home of a
friend. The gunpoint kidnapping took place in
broad daylight.
"We're hoping to get as much participation as
possible because the messages will help get the
point across to the state department tha no one
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skirts, jackets accessories
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352-5166

president of student activities
and orientation, for the joint
purchase of a Macintosh ComCuter from the University by
ISG and several other campus
organizations. The total cost of
the computer will be approximately $2000 with USG paying
(500, according to Robinson.
The computer, which has
already been ordered, will be
the most beneficial purchase of
this year for next year, Robinson said.
"It will be a great tool for public relations. We'll be able to
make signs and pamphlets right
in the office," he saidL
He added that the purchase of
a computer could also save
money in the long run by eliminating outside printing costs.
"It seems, with all its capabilities, the computer will have a
lot of benefits that I'm not even
aware of," he said.
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by Barb Weadock
staff reporter
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The University of Toledo/
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at the Driscoll Center for Continuing Education
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should be held hostage," Langer said.
Jacobsen, who was held with Anderson, the Rev.
Benjamin Weir and the Rev. Lawrence Martin
Jenco, was in captivity for 17 months and was
released on Nov. 2,1986.
"Three very important things will result from
this campaign," Jacobsen said.
He said if enough cards are sent, the hostages
will hear about it and have hope and when they
come home they will know people cared, and the
families will get some boost in morale.
"I think it will be a wonderful thing for people to
send a valentine as a symbol of abiding love and
friendship," Jacobsen said. "When he (Anderson)
comes home he is going to see that, and it's really
going to be a part oTthe healing process."
The club is receiving help from other students on
campus.
"We've also gotten some support from the
theater honorary fraternity, Theta Alpha Phi, and
then people that are members of other organizations that we have asked to fill out valentines,"
Langer said.
She began the project by contacting Say.
"She informed me that there was a national
campaign going on that was in line with what we
were looking to do," Langer said.
The valentine's cards are being passed out in the
residence halls and classrooms by representatives
of SPJ/SDX, Langer said.
Currently, there are 18 hostages being held in
Lebanon, eight of which are American and one of
those eight is Anderson, Langer said.
"I think in the case of these men, by sending valentines and other messages, we admit there has
been a terrible injustice. We cannot stand by
silently and let it continue to happen," Say said.
C See Anderson, page 8

(No need to register for Free Preview)
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BGSU
- and want to help others,
a Fact Line job could be
right for you!
100 applications for fall 1988 positions
will be available to freshmen and sophomores
beginning at 10 a.m. TODAY
at the Student Employment Office,
460 Student Services.
For more information, contact the Office of Public Relations at 372-2616.
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Boo' Ellis says 'stay in school
ketball scholarship to come to
the University and play under
coach Harold Anderson.
In his speech to students and
faculty members, he said if it
weren't for people like Coach
Anderson who believed in him,
he wouldn't be where he is today.
In his first year at the University, Ellis said he started to
get off track. He said he spent a
large amount of his free time
Blaying pinochle in the Falcon's
est of the University Union.
"You could say I almost pinochled myself out of the University," he said. Of the 3,500
students at the University at
that time, only 14 were black, he
said.
During his freshman year
Ellis said he was lonely and uncertain of his priorities.
"I went around telling everyone I came here to play basketball. Coach Anderson would tell
me I came here to study," he
said.
Yet despite his coach's lecture, the message did not sink
in. He left school that year,
taking a bus home to Springfield.
"I was home for no more than
thirty minutes when Coach Anderson-drove up, and coaxed

by Jackie Jackson
staff reporter

Explaining how he nearly
gave up an education 31 years
ago, Crystal "Boo" Ellis told a
crowd of 150 to 200 students yesterday to stay in school, and,
most importantly — graduate.
In order to do that, students
have to commit themselves,
said Ellis, an alumnus of the
class of 1957 and a former varsity basketball player. He is
currently deputy superintendent
of the Toledo Public Schools.
"When you think of walking
off and getting out, don't. When
you get discouraged, stick it
out," said Ellis.
In 1951. Ellis received a bas-

me into going back with him."
he said.
"But what if they had let me
stay in Springfield?" he asked.
"Where would I be today?"
After completion of his sophomore year, Ellis left the
University to join the army.
"I didn't have money or the
desire for an education," he
said.
While in the army, Ellis said
he realized he wanted more out
of life than following someone
else's orders. After getting his
priorities straight, he wrote a
letter to Anderson and returned
to the University.
"At that point, I had made a
commitment, not to be a good
basketball player, but to be a
good student," he said.
Ellis encouraged all students
who attended his talk to set
priorities and stick with them.
"Start thinking of what you
want to do for the rest of your
life," he said."Don't underestimate your own ability."
He also told students to choose
careers they like rather than
ones that pay a lot.
"If you don't have peace and
contentment within yourself
then you'll never be happy," he
said.

BG News/Paul Vernon
Crystal 'Boo" Ellis talks to (from left) seniors. Kenny Rankin, Greg Johnson and David Haynes about problems
with public school systems. Ellis told the students that the generation that is getting the education right now has
to make sure that the next generation is educated.
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Prof enjoys China
by Tim Baker
staff reporter

There are not many places
where Americans are welcomed
abroad anymore. Threats of terrorism and just plain bad treatment limit the places where
Americans can travel.
However, David Newman, a
University professor of chemistry, didn't have that problem
on his recent stay in China. In
fact, he experienced just the opposite during his month there,
he said.
"They (the Chinese) treat
Americans best of all other
westerners," Newman said.
"They treat their own people the
worst because they're used to
it."
Last semester, Newman was
invited to lecture at two Chinese
universities on American education techniques in the sciences
and on his field of expertise —
the physical chemistry of
molten salts — which is used in
the production of magnesium
and aluminum, two large industries in China.
He said he and all Americans
in China received good treat-

ment there because the Chinese
need the abilities and technology
to further their own economy.
Newman went on to describe
some of that good treatment
which he received at the Central
South University of China were
he spent the first two weeks of
his trip.
"The Central South University
is in Chang Sha which is south of
the Yellow river. Anyone who
lives south of the Yellow River
doesn't receive heat because of
shortages," he said.
According to Newman, Chang
Sha gets as cold as 25 degrees at
this time of the year. He said he
got used to it by wearing two
pair of long underwear and a
jacket all of the time.
"We also only had one hour of
hot water each day, from six to
seven in the evening. Dinner
was always at six so you had to
eat quickly so you could take a
hot bath. There are no showers
in China."
Newman said one hour of hot
water each day and no heat is
very good treatment compared
to how the Chinese live.
He said the 6,500 students had
no hot water and could only take
a bath once every two weeks if

they had a ticket which they had
to pay for. As a result, Newman
said the students were "pretty
scanky."
"The real symbol of China is
the thermos and not the dragon," Newman said, because
everyone in China carries a
thermos with hot water which
they boiled for cleaning or drinking.
"It was one of those small
world things,"Newman said
about the fact that two of the
other people staying at the guest
house at Central South University with him were Bowling Green
alumni. They were teaching
English there. He also had a
translator who graduated from
the University ofToledo.
He said the food was very good
and he most liked the fact he
could have all the free beer he
could drink.
Newman lectured for three
hours a day and had to speak
very slowly because he said the
Chinese not only wanted to learn:
about chemistry but they wan
ted to learn to listen to spoken
English which is a required second language at Chinese
schools.
See Newman, page 6.
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by Tracy Richards
reporter

The Link helps
rape victims get
rid of their guilt

A

Huh Upton

David Newman stands in the lab in which he does most of his chemical research.

Obtaining information, statistics and
counseling about rape can make the situation easier to deal with, according to the director of counseling at The Link.
James Sartain said talking about the incident can help relieve guilt from the victim.
"The Link's hope is to hook rape victims
up with the right people and to help rid
themselves of the guilt a victim often feels,"
he said.
There are many myths about rape, Sartain said. Many people assume rapists are
"those strange men who hide in the bushes
waiting for a victim.
Some are, but, "50 percent of all rape victims know their attacker," according to Sartain.
"About one-half of all rapes occur in the
victim's home," Sartain said.
A rapist builds up self-esteem by taking
away that of his victim's, he said.

"Rape occurs whenever a woman is forced to nave sex when she has not consented "
Sartain said."It's a myth that a man must
have sex after a certain point or he will explode. Rape is a crime, actually an issue of
power and control over the victim."
Only a small percentage of rapes which
occur on campus are reported, he said.
"Fear of the perpetrator, fear of being unbelieved, and fear of the legal system, which
some women believe still attack rape victims, prevent some women from taking any
form of action," Sartain said.
If a person has been raped, Sartain said
The Link has outlined points which a victim
may find helpful:
Contact the police immediately. Try to
remember as many details as possible.
I<ater, you can decide if you want to prosecute.
Do not bathe, change clothes, or apply
any medication. Your body holds important
evidence which could be used to prosecute
the attacker.

Go to the hospital as soon as possible to
make sure you are all right physically. Evidence will be collected which may make
later prosecution easier.
Don't think about what you could or
should have done. Realize you did not cause
the attack. You did the best thing you could
do in the situation.
^Understand your reactions may vary
from extreme shock to nervous laughter.
Remember, rape is a crime of violence.
Focus on the "now' and how' rather than the
then'and why'.
Contact The Link, which has outreach
teams to aid victims in dealing with the
crisis.
According to Sartain, The Link recieves
approximately 6,000 rape-related calls a
year, many of which are women who have
been date-acquainted raped.
'Family can be very helpful to a victim,
particularly a male figure. If he has a positive and supportive stance he can be a good
role model to the victim," Sartain said.
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Goals set by task force
Graduate students promote involvement, awareness
by Laura Hardy
staff reporter

Involvement in University activities may help students become more academically successful. At least that's what
several University graduate
students hope to prove.
In 1986, Tom Gorman, a college student personnel major,
along with several of his fellow
graduate students, established a
task force in response to unusually low student participation
during the year's Homecoming
week's activities, he said.

BG

Sweaters for sale

News/Mark TMmn

April Meisner, junior business education major, browses through
the selection of sweaters currently on sale in the Onion Foyer. The
sweaters will be on sale today until 5 p.m. and Friday 9 a.m. to 2
p.m.

Originally intended to increase student involvement on
campus, the goals of the task
force now include efforts to
make students more aware of
the connection between academics and involvement, Gorman said.
"Students don't see involvement as something that

will help them,", he said.
"However, involvement affects
all areas of a college student's
life and is important to life at the
University.
"Involvement is the linchpin
for students staying in school.
The basis for the goals of the
task force came from a recent
national study compiled by
Alexander Astin, UCLA professor, and the Study Group on
Excellence in Higher Education
which states students will benefit more from their education if
they are involved in activities on
campus, Gorman said.
Members of the task force are
also basing their research on a
survey which was given last
year to graduating seniors at the
University, he said. The survey
asked seniors about their involvement during their years at
the University.
Of the 201 respondents, 26 percent had been involved in three
to four activities and 66 percent
first joined an organization in
their freshman year. However,
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Rush
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Tracy Greul
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Lisa Walters
Char Paul
Tiffany Weaver
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According to Gorman, the
task force is working on several
projects aimed at more group
participation which will include
such things as encouraging students from different residence
hall floors to sit together at
sporting events.
[ J Continued from page 5.
He said some of the stranger
occurrences of his trip were an
airplane pilot who practiced his
English with Newman instead of
flying the plane and a bathroom
on a train which consisted of a
hole in the floor.
According to Newman, the
Chinese were most interested in
how things are done here at the
University. He said they wanted
to know how professors are
hired and promoted at an American university and how things
are organized.
Newman said he is designing

some experiments to be done at
the North East University of
China. He said that in designing
these experiments, he must
keep in mind that the equipment
in China is poor, but that there is
an incredible availability of
manpower there to perform
them.
He said he is hoping to establish an exchange program with
South Central University. He
said that it would be a one-sided
program because "We would go
there to teach and they would
come here to learn,"but he said
he still wants to initiate one.
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Gregg DeCrane, assistant vice
president for University Student
Activities and Orientation, also
said students are involved in
University activities, but adds
the level of involvement could be
increased.
"I would like to see more cultural involvement on campus,"
said DeCrane, who has been
working with the task force.
"There are so many opportunities lost that students don't take
advantage of.
"It is difficult to pinpoint how
many students are involved in
campus activities," he said.
"However, we do want to understand more about how students
can become more involved on
campus and the reasons why
they should become involved."
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A freshman convocation is
also being planned for next fall
at which time the new students
will be given a pin "which they
can wear to future events and
eventually to graduation to give
them a sense of group identification," Gorman said.

Newman
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EAT IN ONLY-

44 percent did not become actively involved until their junior
year.
According to the survey, students listed leadership skills,
new friendships, selfconfidence, and career clarification respectively as what they
gained from their Involvement.
Gorman said he believes students are active in University
life, but involvement exists on
an individual, rather than a
group level.
"Some people attribute lack of
interest to apathy, but I don't believe that's the case here," he
said. "There is involvement (at
the University), but it's a matter
of channeling that energy away
from fragmentation and isolation."
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Smoking debated
High school students may lose privilege
In 1973, School Board members approved the
creation of the smoking area to solve several problems, Allen said.

by Julie Wallace
assistant wire editor

holo Ulusrtatjon/Kob Upton
Bowling Green High School students use the area outside these doors on the northeast side of the building as
their designated smoking area.

Blotter
1 A Bowling Green man was
punched in the face by another
man after he told him to stop
yelling at a group of children,
according to police
The complainant was not ini'ured, but his glasses were
iroken.
DA waitress at D.J.'s nightclub on South Main Street was
attacked early yesterday morning by one of three unknown men
who was asked to leave the bar
at closing time.
A male employee of the bar
stepped in to help the waitress
and was slugged several times
in the face. He suffered cuts
above and below his right eye,
contusions and swelling.
Henry Stratman, 306 Martindale, told police his mailbox
was missing and that it was replaced with a another mailbox.
The original box was worth
$100.

Just as non-smoking areas characterize the
health kick of the 1980s, smoking was an accepted
way of life in the 70s.
At Bowling Green High School, a designated
smoking area was created 14 years ago and still
exists, but School Board members are contemplating its removal.
Neal Allen, high school principal, said the area
has been a successful method for handling problems that can develop from students smoking.
"I am saying it has been a successful, although
maybe not a positive solution because smoking
isn't positive, Allen said. "But if it has been
sucessful for 14 years, then why change it now?"
During the Jan. 25 meeting, John Hartman, vice
president of the Board said the attitude change
from the time the outside smoking area was
created until the present needs to be examined
when considering a policy change.
"Smoking is more disfavored now," Hartman
said. "When the area was created, smoking advertisements were barely banned from the airwaves."

"The major reason was due to complaints by
neighbors around the school," Allen said. "Every
morning probably 50 students would stand in the
yards across from the school, smoking."
Because the land was not school property, school
officials could not do anything to stop them, he
said.
"At least if they are smoking in the school's area
I know what they are smoking," he said. "If they
go back to smoking across the road, I won't know
exactly what is going on."
Allen said the smoke-filled restrooms were also
a problem that the smoking area solved.
"Non-smoking students would complain because
the restrooms would be filled with the blue haze of
smoke," he said. "Now there is rarely any smoke
in them."
D See Smoking, page 12.

Economy
□ Continued from page 1.
□A woman living on Dale
Drive told police she saw a
13-year-old boy with short brown
hair expose himself in front of
her house then head across a
field toward the Fairview Apts.
Police investigated but did not
find the boy.
( Police investigated a possible fight inside an apartment
complex on Sixth Street Tuesday night.
when police checked the
apartment, they were told by an
occupant that the noise was a
caused by a woman "letting off
steam" due to personal problems.
URobert C. Sharp, 220 Napoleon Rd., was arrested for
disorderly conduct yesterday.
No further deatils were available.
DThere were eight traffic accidents reported Tuesday.

Each group involved would
contribute a certain amount of
money to fund the organization,
Bellardsaid.
"If each group were to contribute $5,000, that would give the
organization a base of $100,000 to
work with," he said. "There
would be no strings attached
when they went looking for new
industry.
Bellard said the current city
budget does not provide money
for promotional efforts, but the
new organization would have the
money needed.
"Mayor Miller does not have
any money available to take
company executives to dinner
and such," he said. "The city
cannot pick UD the tab and we
may have just lost a company."

The incentive system would
also be an important feature the
organization could develop, Bellard said.

I Winter Sweater Clearance |

Many communities, he said,
offer tax abatement, and
waivers or discounts on electric
or water rates which give the
community an edge in attracting industry.

| EXTRA 20% OFF j

Bowling Green provides taxfree bonds to committed companies for building costs, but
nothing more, he said.
"Companies we might be
landing are getting away from
us," Bellard said. "In the past
we promoted the community's
assets, but it is no longer
enough. We have to do something different.
"Money talks and if a community is going to give a company a break on something they
are going to locate there."
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Past Second City Cast Members
Dan Akroyd. Alan Arkin. Jim Belushi. John Belushi. Shelley Berman, Peter Boyle. John Candy,
Calherine O'Hora. Severn Darden. Julia Louis-Dreyfus. Joe Flaherty. Mory Gross, Barbara Harris,
Valerie Harper. Tim Kazunnsky. Robert Klein. Linda Lavin. Eugene Levy. Shelley Long. Andrea Martin,
Elaine May. Ann Meara. Rick Moranis, Bill Murray. Mike Nichols. Gilda Radner. Harold Ramis. Joan Rivers,
Dovid Steinberg. Martin Short. Jerry Stiller. Betty Thomas. Dove Thomas. George Wendt, Fred Willard
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Today's Second City Members (L-R Bottom Row):
Sean Mosterson, Tim O'Malley. Christina Dunn, Evan Gore
(L-R Top Row): Ron West, Laura Wasserman, Will Clinger, Judith Scott

Thursday, Feb. 4th, 1988 8p.m.
Grand Ballroom, University Union
Tickets $3.00 BG Students w/ ID
$3.50 Non-Students
Tickets available at Union Information Desk
Feb. lst-4th, 10a.m. - 3p.m., and day of the show at the door.
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'Wright stuff' Bulky s store
to get award breaks image
by Judy Immel
assistant city editor

ounce, which enables customers
to buy items cheaper than at a
grocery store.

by Amy Reyes
reporter

One Bowling Green High School senior will be at least $100 richer
this spring, and may receive an additional $500.
The money will be given to the recipient of a new scholarship
created in memory of a former Bowling Green official, Lyle B.
Wright, and established by American Municipal Power-Ohio.
Wright served the city in various capacities from 1955 until his
death in December, 1986, at which time he was director of utilities,
said Daryl Stockburger, present director of utilities.
A resolution approved by City Council after Wright's death commemorated him as a man who "consistently demonstrated extraordinary dedication, sound judgment, noteworthy performance of
duty, uncommon social conscience and the highest degree of professionalism."
._.—.,
...
Each of the 25-30 cities belonging to AMP-Ohio, a non-profit group
that buys power from utilities to sell to its member cities, may submit one candidate for a statewide competition for the $500 scholarship.
, ,
. ....
The BG candidate will be selected on the basis of scholastic achievement, academic achievement and knowledge of public power,
as demonstrated through an essay, Stockburger said.
The top five finalists from the city will be personally interviewed
and the winner will receive $100 from the city, as well as continuing
to the state competition. The money was donated in Wright's name
for the contest, Stockburger said.
Deadline for completed entries is Feb. 26.
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Many people consider the
term "bulk food store" little
more than a fancy name for
"candy store," but the managers of Bowling Green's new
bulk food shop are trying to
change this reputation.

Mr. Bulky's Food, a franchise
of Bulk International, is also
able to cut costs by purchasing
merchandise from a distributor
in larger quantities, he said.
The franchise owns six other
branches in the Toledo area,
Dimmer said.

Mr. Bulky's Food, located in
Woodland Mall, also has food for
the weight conscious as well as
those with sweet tooths, and it
even carries items for dogs, according store manager David
Dimmer.
"A lot of people have a misconception about bulk stores.
We're trying to get away from
the candy store image ... we
want students to shop here for
grocery items," he said.
Another misconception customers might have is that bulk
merchandise is more expensive
than grocery store equivalents,
he said. Actually, items are less
expensive because food is sold
by the pound instead of by the

"Most of the stores are in Michigan. Toledo is the next base
and so is Cleveland," Dimmer
said.
The store has been in the
Woodland Mall for two months
and already is showing promise,
he said.
Dimmer said one of his problems is attracting University
students.
"It's hard to get students out
here. We're trying to appeal to
the students," he said.
To do this, he is offering a 10
percent Thursday night discount.
"We'll make you a bargain
just because we think it builds
customer loyalty," he said.

* ALL YOU CAN EAT!
SI

BBQ RIBS

\\\J9\U"

RIBS

^
■■■;-.

4:30-7:00 p.m.

Tonight February 4-6
BAND UPDATES ON BG5
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

RIBS . . . $3.50

•81

g THE PHEASANT ROOM-2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION 88
No Reservations accepted for these Specials
>•;•
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. daily
>•;•

MID-WINTER SALE
O Kendall

'*•.

Kendall Motor Oils

Prestone *

Giant Sure Start Batteries

w

Prestone

24

Photo/ Pal Mingarelll
Rebekah Dumke. 4. watches her father. Jim, scoop some bulk candy for
her sister Rachelle's birthday party. Dumke said this is his first lime at Mr.
Bulky's. but he will come back.

Anderson
[: Continued from page 3.
She said the state department seems surprised by the valentines
that have come in already, but the valentines represent a fraction of
the response that Say said she expects.
The University chapter of SPJ/SDX has yet to send its cards.
"We've already gotten 92 cards turned in and eight representatives are still out," Langer said.
The cards will be sent to the U.S. State Department of Counterterrorism in Washington, D.C., on the morning of Feb. 8.
Langer said a lot has changed in Anderson's life since he has been
held captive.
"Since he was taken hostage, his father has died of cancer, his
brother has died of cancer, and his daughter has been born," Langer
said.
Supporters for Anderson will be gathering in Washington, D.C., at
4 p.m., on March 16, the third anniversary of Anderson's captivity,
for a candlelight service and services will be held throughout the
country, Langer said.
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Be a Big Winner!
Participate In the

Spring Savings Edition
THE BG NEWS
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1988
AdwrtKtng. Deadline: Thursday. February 18, 4p.m.

Get two ads for the price of one!
Buy oof of the modular ad *Ue» offered and you receive ihe tame tpace on
ihr li«< k ol your ad lo u*r however you chooae al no additional charge:
2 col <3'M|IB page)
2 col * 8- add 4 MQt)
2 col x 13" ad M 2 pao»)
or 4 col »6 1.2" ad
4 coi i 13" ad (lutpaoe)
Pftca-t 0OOd with txchanye

STOP

.PAYING HIGH.
PRICES

1 color m addition lo Mack
(on* s*de of ad)
2 colors in addition to Mack (one
' tktoof ad)

I 30 00
* 60 00
'120 00

* 85 00
MIOOO

Nationwise
MU I \J HAM I O GOOD ADVICf
n, R A I AwJoPj'K la
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The Do It Yourself Specialists

[(CAUTION)!
USE QUALITY
PARTS

You choose the Sub - We'll fill the Mug
rOQHQl S special, George's special,
Taco Sub, German Delight, Vegetarian, Monty,
Hawaiian Punch, Chef's Delight, Regular, or
Roast Beef

+ 1 Mug
To your door or in the store

Motors

Filled 16 oz. collector's

MUG
for only

945 South Main
FREE DELIVERY DAILY
From 11AM

352-7571

$

3.50
with this coupon

THE BG NEWS

Elsewhere
News Briefs
China train crash kills 10
BEIJING (AP) - A bus
slammed into a freight train
in northeastern China, killing
10 people, it was reported
Tuesday.
The accident near Shuangyashan City province was the
fourth involving Chinese
trains in the past month and
came after China's top

leaders appealed for improvements in the national
railway's safety record.
The overseas edition of the
People's Daily newspaper
said 49 people were hospitalized, 11 in serious condition.
There were no gates or signals at the rail crossing, the
newspaper said.

Mars makes a pass in '88
MIAMI (AP) - This year,
Mars makes its closest approach to Earth in a generation, and astronomers say the
red planet's appearance in
the night sky may be the astronomical event of 1988.
As if to demonstrate the
heavens have a sense of
humor, the height of the show
comes in September, just shy
of the 50th anniversary of Or-

son Welles' 1938 "War of the
Worlds" broadcast that panicked the nation with fictional
reports of invaders from
Mars.
When Mars is at its closest
on Sept. 21 — just over 36 million miles away — it will rival
Jupiter as the brightest object in the sky after the Moon
and Venus.

'Poltergeist' actress dies
LOS ANGELES (AP) Heather O'Rourke, the angelic-looking child actress who
warned "They're heeeere!"
and "They're baaaack!" in
the "Poltergeist" movies,
died in surgery from complications of an intestinal infection, hospital officials said
Tuesday. She was 12.
The child actress had suffered cardiac arrest and was

resuscitated at another local
hospital before she was transferred to Children's Hospital
in San Diego for surgery, said
Terry Merryman, a hospital
spokeswoman.
Death was caused by a
congenital malady known as
intestinal stenosis, an obstruction of the bowel, she
said.

Columbus man defrosted
COLUMBUS (AP) — A dialysis machine, usually used to
cleanse blood, was used to
warm the blood of a nearly
frozen man last week.
Darrell Clark, 18, was beaten, stripped and pushed into
a snowbank last Thursday.
He lay for hours in temperatures of 18 to 21 degrees before being discovered and

taken to St. Anthony Medical
Center's emergency room,
where his temperature was
found to be 83.4 degrees.
After being worked on for
an hour, his temperature rose
to 86 degrees. Tne team then
connected Clark to a dialysis
machine which further warmed his blood.

Baby M awarded to father
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — New
Jersey's highest court yesterday
awarded custody of the child
once known as Baby M to her
father and adoptive mother, but
also held that the surrogate parenting contract under which she
was born was invalid.
The court also said that Mary
Beth Whitehead-Gould, who
gave birth to the child under the
contract, could continue to be
permitted to visit her daughter.
The dispute between Mrs.
Whitehead-Gould, formerly
known as Mary Beth Whitehead,
and William and Elizabeth Stern
has spawned a worldwide debate over surrogate motherhood

and new reproductive technologies.
In yesterday's landmark decision, the state's highest court
said surrogacy for pay is illegal
under New Jersey law, but said
that the child's father and his
wife are best suited to raise her.
The child, now legally known
as Melissa Elizabeth Stern, lives
with the Sterns and will turn 2 on
March 27.

rights and granted custody to
the Sterns.
The Sterns' lawyer, Gary Skoloff, said Tuesday he did not
think his clients would appeal if
the ruling were not in their favor
because "the Sterns want it to
end."
Skoloff said he spoke to the
Sterns Tuesday morning. They
are "very excited. Very, very
excited, verv nervous," he said.

Last March 31, Judge Harvey
Sorkow upheld the $10,000 contract under which Mrs.
Whitehead-Gould bore the child.
He also severed Mrs.
Whitehead-Gould's parental

Mrs. Whitehead-Gould's lawyer, Harold Cassidy, said without elaborating: "My feeling is
that it is a time for healing."
According to Skoloff, Cassidy
had said he will appeal if the de-

S. African
couple flees
harassment

CINCINNATI (AP) — The high rate of infant
mortality in the United States is more of a social
problem than a medical problem and is caused at
least partly by the nation's high rate of teen-age
pregnancies, a specialist said yesterday.
The staggering problem of teen-age pregnancy
is in sharp contrast to the advancements in medical care that now save the lives of more premature
babies than once survived, said Dr. Reginald
Tsang, a researcher who heads the shared nursery
unit of Children's Hospital Medical Center and the
University of Cincinnati Medical Center.
Tsang said he agrees with Dr. Marsden Wagner,
a World Health Organization official who said
Tuesday in Washington that the high U.S. infant
mortality rate is primarily a social problem that

The Sowetan said Annette
Heunis, 20, and Jerry Tsie, 23,
had left the black township of
Kutlawanong, outside Odendaalsrus in the Orange Free
State.
The paper said the couple had
been harassed in the town they
fled and did not want to disclose
where they were staying now. It
said they planned to marry Dec.
16, about a month after Heunis
turns 21.

Deadline: Friday, March 4, 1988
The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who contribute to
Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in University Community activities.
The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A., demonstrate active participation
in University organizations and be available for a personal interview with the selection committee.
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office of the Vice
President for University Relations, Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m., Friday. March 4,1988.
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about March 18,1988.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center.
j>-»*
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Sigma Chi Fraternity Proudly
Announces its Spring Active Members
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Mike Lewis

Doug Bitler

Tom Hayes

Richard Morgan

M
X

Mike Boals

Dan Rehmert

t1

Mark Bozzacco

Tom Shanklin

Dave Bromeier

Brent Spelder

M
X

Randy Carson

Brian Taylor

X

X

Craig DiGiovanni

X

Steve Fagan

Tom Hickman

Eric Traxler
Joe Zeno

ROBERT

X
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Fri./Sat. Feb. 5th & 6th
$1.50 UJ/ student I.D.
8:00 & 10:00 & Midnight

Organization of the Week:
Criminal Justice Organization

f
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SOPRANO
TENOR

RICHARD

X

RoboCop

CONDUCTOR

belts
smith
mathey
poulimenos
yeichner

ALMA JEAN
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Starring Lillian Gish
9 p.m; Free Feb. 4th
Gish Film Theater/Hanna Hall

spano

SOLO REPERTOIRE BY BEETHOVEN AND RIMSKY-KORSAKOV

X

The Scarlet Letter
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
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John Antolik

Boyd Lake

M
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could be solved by providing financial and educational services to pregnant women.
The U.S. rate of 10.6 infant deaths per 1,000 live
births is the 18th highest among 36 industrialized
nations. Japan has the world's lowest rate with
about 6 infant deaths per 1,000 live births.
Teen-age pregnancy costs the United States $16
billion annually in related costs, Tsang said.
He said he sees many teen-age mothers whose
premature infants are under special care in his
unit. It costs $1,000 a day in specialized staff and
nutrititional care to keep premature babies alive.
The mortality rate for prematurely born, low
birth-weight babies is nearly 50 times greater than
the death rate for full-term babies, despite today's
medical advances, Tsang said.

HOLLIS A. MOORE MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

X
X

They also said the surrogate's
parental rights could be terminated only if she was an unfit
mother — a finding they said
could not be made in this case.
Skoloff urged the Supreme
Court to "take a hold of the issue, take step one" by sanctioning surrogacy.

Application for

Tsie, was quoted last weekend
as saying he had oeen fired from
his job as a security guard at a
local mining company. The
company said he had resigned.
Marriage and sexual relations
across color lines were legalized
in South Africa two years ago.
But such relationships are rare,
and racial laws restrict where
such couples can live and how
they can educate their children.

H

cision is against Ms. WhiteheadGould.
During nearly three hours of
oral arguments on Sept. 14, the
surrogate's attorneys told the
state's high court that surrogacy
exploits women, harms the children involved and constitutes
payment for a baby.

Society blamed for deaths

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — A white woman
and a black man, whose love affair has been front-page news,
have left the township where
they were living and hope to go
to the United States, a black
newspaper reported today.
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X
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BARBARA

BARITONE v!

SOPRANO

EXCERPTS FROM PUCCINI'S
MADAME BUTTERFLY AND LA BOHEME
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GALA
CONCERT
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FEBRUARY 7 AT 3 P.M. KOBACKER HALL
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TICKETS: S4, S7, S10 CALL 372-8171
PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE BOWLING GREEN OPERA THEATRE
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THE NCR $300,000 STAKEHOLDER
ESS/W COWPETTNON FOR STUDENTS
THE CHALLENGE

THEMISSION

THE RULES

NCR

To CREATE VALUE

To WIN

At NCR, we've found that in
order to create value, we must first
satisfy the legitimate expectations
of every person with a stake in our
company. We call these people
our stakeholders, and we attempt
to satisfy their expectations by
promoting partnerships in which
everyone is a winner.

We're so committed to our mission
that we're encouraging the next
generation of leaders to re-examine
America's business values. We're
doing this by holding the NCR
Stakeholder Essay Competition
which all full-time undergraduate
and graduate college or university
students may enter. Entries should
explore the topic: "Creating
Value for All Stakeholders in
Corporations and/or Not-for-Profit
Organizations."

• We believe in building mutually
beneficial and enduring relationships
with all of our stakeholders, based
on conducting business activities
with integrity and respect
• We take customer satisfaction
personally: we are committed to
providing superior value in
our products and services on a
continuing basis.
• We respect the individuality of each
employee and foster an environment
in which employees' creativity
and productivity are encouraged,
recognized, valued and rewarded.
• We think of our suppliers as partners
who share our goal of achieving the
highest quality standards and the
most consistent level of service.
•We are committed to being caring
and supportive corporate citizens
within the worldwide amtmunities
in which we operate.
•We are dedicated to creating value
for our shareholders and financial
amtmunities by performing in a
manner that will enhance the return
on their investments.

The student chosen as the first
place winner will be awarded
$50,000 cash. Plus, the entrant's
school will receive $100,000 in
NCR data processing equipment.
The second place winner will
receive $15,000 cash and the
entrant's school will receive $35,000
in equipment. One hundred $1,000
awards of merit will be given to
chosen participants. In addition,
selected award-winning entrants
will be invited to attend the first
NCR International Symposium on
Stakeholders to be held June 9 & 10,
1988, in Dayton, Ohio.

1) The NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition is open
to any full-time undergraduate or graduate student
attending an accredited college or university in the
United States or its territories.
2) Entries must be original, unpublished work on the
topic: "Creating Value for All Stakeholders in
Corporations and/or Not-for-Profit Organizations."
Essays must not exceed 3,000 wo^ds. Areas of
discussion may include, but are not limited to: Ethics,
Corporate Governance, Strategic Management, Social
Responsibility, or Managing Change as these topics
relate to managing for stakeholders.
3) Entries must be typed, double-spaced on 8'/i"x 11"
bond paper, one side only. A separate cover sheet
should list the entrant's name, school, home address
and title of the essay. Subsequent pages should be
numbered sequentially and include the essay title in
the upper right margin. Winners will be required to
produce proof of current full-time college or university
enrollment.
4) All entries must be postmarked by March 31,1988,
and received by April 15,1988 to be eligible for
consideration. Submit entries to: NCR Stakeholder
Essay Competition, NCR Corporation, Stakeholder
Relations Division, Dayton, Ohio 45479. NCR is not
responsible for, and will not consider, late, lost or
misdirected entries.
5) In the event any prize winner is a minor, the cash
award will be made to his/her parent or guardian.
6) Awards to individuals will be reported as income on
IRS Form 1099. All taxes are the responsibility of the
recipients.
7) Award winners will be required to sign publicity
releases and affidavits of eligibility and compliance
with all rules governing the competition. Failure to
return executed affidavits and releases within 15 days
of receipt will cause the award to be null and void.
8) All entries become the property of NCR and will not
be returned.
9) By participating in this competition entrants agree
to these rules and the decisions of the judges which
shall be final in all respects, and further agree to the
use of their names, likenesses and entries for NCR
advertising and publicity purposes without any further
compensation.
State and territorial judges will consist of panels that
include NCR stakeholders. Final selections will be made
from state and territory winners by a national panel of
judges.
If clarification is necessary, call (513) 445-1667,
8am-5pm EST.
Award winners will be notified on or about May 16,1988.
To obtain a list of finalists, send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to:
NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition
NCR Corporation
Stakeholder Relations Division
1700 South Patterson Boulevard
Dayton, Ohio 45479

NCR's Mission: Create Value for Our Stakeholders
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Toledo group protests aid Owens seeks
Members protest proposed $32 million to contras
sex club ban
TOLEDO (AP) - A Toledoarea group that works for peace
and lobbies against U.S. policy
in Central America said it nopes
a rally here Thursday will be a
celebration — if Congress cooperates.

steps of the federal courthouse
here. Krueger said she hopes
that most of the members will
show up at the rally.
The group' has been vocal
since its founding several years
ago. It took out a full-page ad-

"This is in response to the
Contra-aid vote," said Gena
Krueger, spokeswoman for the
Toledo Area Committee on Central America. "We will be at the
federal courthouse whether the
vote is for or against aid to the
Contras.
"We want to show our support
for the Central America peace
process and the need tor a
peaceful and just solution to the
problems in the region," she
said.

"We want to show our support for the
Central America peace process and the
need for a peaceful and just solution to
the problems in the region."
-Gena Krueger, Toledo Area Committee on
Central America

Contra aid is a highly emotional issue for the group, part of
a nationwide network of peace
activists. Preventing Congress
from providing more money to
the Contras is the main concern
of the group.

vertisement in a local newspaper Sunday, expressing support for U.S. Rep. Marcy Kapiur, D-Toledo, for her recent anti-Contra aid stand.
"She took a courageous
stand," Krueger said. "She understands the suffering going on
there."

The group, which has more
than 100 members including
doctors, lawyers and ministers,
plans to meet Thursday on the

process initiated by several
countries in the region has not
succeeded. The remaining $32
million so-called non-lethal aid
covers everything from food and
clothing to money to lease aircraft.
Reagan contends that maintaining support for the Contras
is essential to stave off communism in Central America, while
aid opponents say further support will reduce the chance of
obtaining peace.
"A victory for Contra aid will
guarantee more violence and
suffering in the region,"
Krueger said.
She said she doesn't know how
many people will show up at the
demonstration, but said it is not
the size of the protest that matters.
"It will be wonderful whether
it's 10,20 or 100 people. You have
to remember, there's power in
one," she said.

Reagan has proposed a $36.2
million aid package for the Nicaraguan Contra rebels.
The package includes $3.6 million for ammunition and antiaircraft missiles, which would
be placed in escrow and
released after March 31 if he decides that the regional peace

Don't play games

U.

For those who plan to send (lowers for Valentine's W«k. Feb. 8-U. here ore some
tips from Noncv Germonn of Klot* F(o*er Form m Bowling Green:
• Order Valentine's Week tower girts u tar in advanot ai you can. The demand for floweri Ii
great and bad weather can affect suppUee, shipments and local deliveries.
• You don't have to buy a dozen. A bouquet, a few towers or even a single bloom can express
your feelings Fionsts have a wide variety of floral gifts, to suit everyone's budget Ifi the
thought that counts.
• Red flowers are very popular at Valentine's Week but most people, accoring to studies by
Florists' TranswofkJ Delivery (FTD). the florist delivery service, indicate people like mfitad
bouquets just as well.
• Men as wen as woman bke to receive Valentine towers There's even been a book published
Wed. "Real Women Send Flowers"
• Roses may be expansive because iney're hard to grow — it takes up to 57 days — and
require speoal care and handling. But Ihen who can put a prioa on (ova?
BOWLING GREEN OH.

are shocked and dismayed
that no legal action can be"
taken against them under the
current state of Ohio law,"
Owens said.
"Therefore, we are asking
the Law Department to draft
legislation based on the city
of Toledo's home rule power
to protect the health and
safety of its citizens and ban
such clubs from operation
within the city boundaries."
The clubs sell nothing but
provide, for a fee, a place
wherepeople engage in group
sex, The Blade reported Saturday.

Introducing

TIPS ON SHOPPING FOR
A
VALENTINES WEEK FLOWERS H

90« NAPOLEON RD.

TOLEDO(AP) - Mayor
Donna Owens said Tuesday
she heard rumors last year
that sex clubs were operating
in Toledo, but never reported
those suspicions to police.
Owens and council members, Steve Yarbrough, and
Judv Jones held a joint news
conference Tuesday to announce that they are asking
the city's Law Department to
draft an ordinance prohibiting sex clubs in Toledo.
'Recent newspaper stories
have outlined the activities in
these clubs and, frankly, we

premieres nationwide the
week of February 8th

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

U. is written by students for students, and will feature important articles,
photographs and cartoons selected from university newspapers from across
the country.

Look for U. in The BG News
Your newspaper is a charter member of the American Collegiate Network
which has made the introduction of this exciting news publication possible.

PH.: 393-0301

The American CoDegialB Netwok Santa Ktornca. CaHomia

ANNETTE DEWAR
formerly of THE ARRANGEMENT

will now be able to serve you at the

HAIR GALLERY
with the same High Quality but at

LOWER PRICES
the

HAIR GALLERY is located at
143 E. Wooster - Rear Entrance

Phone 352-HAIR
Haircut
Children's
Shampoo
Blow Dry
Curling Iron
Hot Rollers
Manicure
Facial Waxing

10.50
7.50
1.00
2.50
2.50
3.00
8.50
5.00 & up

Perm (doesn't include cut)
Shampoo & Set
Color - Tint
Highlighting
Luminizing
Cellophanes
Partial Perms
Sculptured Nails

38.50
8.00
20.00
30.00
15.00
20.00
1.50/rod
30.00

PERM SPECIAL *30.00

without na
aircut

Haircut $8.00

P |

Expires Feb. 29 g|

with this od

BETWEEN
A ROCK
AND THE
USUAL PLACE?

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self
nominations
and
faculty/administrative
staff
nominations of seniors and graduate students who have
given distinguished service to Bowling Green State
University.

ANNOUNCING: An inexpensive way to satisfy your desire for
rock n' roll and to try something different. Now you can have
both at PABLO'S MEXICAN RESTAURANT AND CANTINA.
Fullfilling your demands derived from our recent survey, Pablo's
is happy to introduce:

To be eligible to receive consideration for a
Distinguished Service Award, a senior or graduate
student must have demonstrated outstanding service
contributions to BGSU through one or more areas of
University service (college and/or department
activities, student government, student activities,
Greek Life, athletics, etc.)

COLLEGE NIGHT
featuring

BUCKETS OF COLO DRAFT BEER
OUR FAMOUS MARGARITA
and

Seniors graduating in the 1987-88 academic year
(Winter commencement, 1987; Spring and Summer
commencements, 1988) and graduate students who
would like to be considered for a Distinguished Service
Award and those faculty/administrative staff who
would like to submit nominations, may obtain an
application form at 305 Student Services Building or by
calling 372-2147, THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL
NOMINATIONS IS 5 p.m., FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 1988.
.
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LIUE ROCK N* ROLL
BRING YOUR COLLEGE I.D. FOR NO COVER
This Mexican Restaurant is shooting LIVE bullets tonight.
So saddle up early and ride down to Pablo's.
Pablo's Mexican Restuarant and Cantina
893 S. Main
Bowling Green, OH 43402
353-1352
■ >
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Day-long siege ends
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) — Staff at a private
school prayed yesterday for two jobless men, one
lured from an unemployment line, being held
under $8.4 million bond each for a schoolhouse
siege in which 80 youngsters were taken captive.
Police said the men — James Harvey and John
Rhodes Jr., both 42, unemployed and largely
strangers to each other — were charged with 84
counts of kidnapping each in the day-long siege at
West End Christian School.

masks, burst into the schoolhouse Tuesday morning.
Harvey, who police said lured Rhodes from an
unemployment line and masterminded the
takeover, was transferred to a state mental ward
yesterday for a psychiatric examination, while
Rhodes remained in jail.
"We thank you, Lord, that nobody was hurt, and
we pray that you will work within Mr. Rhodes and
Mr. Harvey to change their hearts," Headmaster
Dan Carden said in prayer with staff members at
the mostly-empty school. The 350 children at the
school, founded by a Baptist church, were given
the day off yesterday.

Assistant Police Chief Ken Swindle said the
counts were for the 80 children and four teachers
taken hostage when two armed men, wearing ski

Hospital woes linger
Boss to depart Hamilton Co. infirmary
CINCINNATI (AP) - Interim
administrator Barry Singleton
wants to resign from Drake
Memorial Hospital, which has
been under fire since last year's
disclosure that Drake employee
Donald Harvey killed 21 of the
hospital's patients.
The lack of authority needed
to resuscitate the Hamilton

Parents protest firing of married teacher
said more than 50 parents attended a meeting Monday to discuss the dismissal of teacher
Kathy Koker Doslovik.
A provision in the contracts of
members of the Youngstown
Diocesan Confederation of
Teachers requires that they
abide by church law, which prohibits a Catholic from marrying
a divorced person unless the
previous marriage has been an-

HUBBARD(AP) - Parents
upset because a Roman Catholic
teacher lost her job at St.
Patrick Elementary School for
marrying a divorced man will
picket the Diocese of Youngstowii unless the teacher is allowed to return, a parent said
Tuesday.
John Chovan, treasurer and
spokesman for the St. Patrick
Home and School Association.

nulled.

According to parents, diocesan education officials told
Doslovik not to report to class at
the start of the second semester
in early January because she
married a Yugoslavian man
whose previous marriage had
ended in divorce. The teacher
thought it might be easier for
Mladen Doslovik to get an annulment in the United States but

■

Loans
□ Continued from page 1.
Harmon said the impact of the
government's request is affecting education.
He said the impact felt in Ohio
is not that great. He went on to
say Ohio has one of the lowest
default rates in the nation and
has $60 million reserved to handle any default problems.
Ohio's student loan agency
works through 680 banks statewide. Harmon said the greatest
fear is that some of the banks
might withdraw from the program.
"We are looking toward the

future with concern," Harmon
said.
All state agencies have met
and agreed that what the
government is attempting to do
violates the Constitution which
guards against unlawful seizure,
he said.
"In our view, the federal
government has breached the
contract they had with Ohio,
they have gone against the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
Many Ohio congressmen feel
that the government didn't know
what it was doing when they
Eassed the law as part of the 1988
udget," Harmon said.

Ohio is currently waiting for
the government to send its
request for the money sometime
this month, he said. When Ohio
receives the request, it will file
suit against the federal government and is prepared to go to all
the way to the Supreme Court.
Harmon said Ohio will also introduce legislation into Congress to repeal the law.
The matter could take several
months or several years to be
settled, depending upon which
course of action works best, he
said.
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Joseph DeCourcy, one of three
Hamilton County commissioners who sit because of their
C" lions on Drake's board
tees, said Tuesday he hopes
the county can persuade Singleton to stay for the remainder of
his contract. County officials
want Singleton to continue working to win a restoration of the
Cincinnati hospital's recently
revoked certification to receive
federal Medicare funds.

Singleton is on loan to the
county from the University of
Cincinnati College of Medicine,
where he is corporate services
director.
David Fine, University of Cincinnati vice president for health
affairs and a member of a task
force studying Drake, said of
Singleton, "It is my understanding he has indicated to the Drake
board he doesn't have the authority he needs to do the job... I
of believe the discussion is continuing."
Singleton took the Drake job
on a temporary basis after former administrator Jan Taylor
was indicted — and then fired
last month — for allegedly altering Harvey's personnel file to
hide evidence from police.

Smoking
□ Continued from page 7.
Allen said one benefit of the
current policy is the decreased
number of suspensions for
smoking in school. Students are
only allowed to smoke before
school and during their lunchtime in the area.
"Before we would suspend
three to five students a week for
smoking during school hours,"
he said."That's about 100 to 180
students a year we sent home.
"Now the number is only
about a dozen a year from smoking at the wrong time in the
wrong place," he said.
Sue Clark, board member,
said she was not in favor of
changing the policy imme-

Kennedy
U Continued from page 1.
While Bork failed to satisfy
senators with his answers during bitter confirmation hearings, Kennedy gave lawmakers
the answers tney wanted to
hear. The Senate Judiciary
Committee recommended Kennedy's confirmation, 14-0.
Bork had told senators he
couldn't find the right of privacy
in the Constitution.

diately, but eventually one
should be considered.
"I don't have a better alternative for the problem yet," she
said. "For now, let the society
apply the pressure."
Another school in the area,
Penta County JVS, removed its
smoking area at the beginning of
the 1987-88 school year.
The results, Allen said, were
not beneficial to the school environment.
"The students at Penta have
revived all the old watering
holes for smoking." he said.
"They have more idle time during lunch and so on because they
cannot smoke, there has been an
increase in false fire drills and
there is more grafitti on the
walls."
James Pease, prinicipal of
Penta JVS, said the students do
not seem to be fighting against
the no smoking rules, but are
showing signs of boredom.
"There has been an increase
of things students do when their
hands are idle," Pease said.
"The increases in false fire
alarms, grafitti do not indicate
they are rebelling, they just
don't have anything to do with
their lunchtime."

Although Pease said having a
smoking area during the 1970s
was "the best thing we did," he
added that it was time for things
to change.
"We need to be a tobacco-less
society as rapidly as we can," he
said. "There is enough research
now to indicate the dangers."
In preparing the students at
Penta JVS for the change, the
school established support
groups to help students quit
smoking. During the 1986-87
school year, literature and other
material was also distributed to
detail the health dangers of the
habit, he said.
Peter Hutchinson, board
member, said the current smoking policy in Bowling Green
High School contradicts information they receive in class.
"It provides a lot of inconsistencies," Hutchinson said.
"In health classes the bad effects of smoking are taught but
they are allowed to smoke right
in the school."

Give a hoot.
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couldn't bring him to this country without marrying him, parents say.

County-owned Drake Hospital
prompted Singleton to resign as
interim boss, a colleague said
Tuesday.
Singleton told Hamilton
County officials last Friday he
intends to leave his job in two
weeks — fulfilling only half of a
90-day contract he signed Jan. 5.
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THE FALCONS PLAY AT HOME THIS WEEKEND
SO MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW!

SATURDAY

MATILDA BAY
WINECOOIER

BGSU
vs.
EASTERN MICHIGAN

Located Neor the Tracks Dairy Queen Building

ANNUAL REGGAE TRIBUTE
to

Friday 7:30
Saturday 7:30

WOMEN 12:30
MEN 3:00

AT "Tl IE HOUSE THAT ROARS"

Bob Marley
-Oneness, Peace, and LoveSaturday, February 6
9 p.m. , Northeast Commons
R
\\ **:I
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Featuring
- Free Admission -

BGSU
vs.
^FERRIS STATE
AT THE ICE ARENA

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE!
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CASH & CARRY
Mixed Bouquets
Select Carnations
Mylar Helium Filled Balloons
Fruit Baskets

Sponsored by Caribbean Association along with ECAP, Ethnic Studies,
APA, PSO, WSA, BSU, and TWGA

Pkg. '3.50
Doz. '3.50
'3.00
'15.00 and Up

MYLES* FLOWERS
DAIRY QUEEN BLDG.
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FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS
me*

FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500

Deadline: Friday, March 4, 1988
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973
in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry
as a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue careers in
public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political or governmental
service, public health, community service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising
senior is a student with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of
his/her senior year, and will graduate no sooner than May 1989. Each fellow will receive
SI 500. The selection of fellows will be based on an initial screening process and further review
which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommendation, must be
submitted to the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m., Friday, March
4, 1988. Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement on or about March 18,
1988.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center; School of
Mass Communication, 302 West Hall; and the Political Science Department, Founders/Lowry

Back by popular demand!
Last visit this season
February 1-5
9-4 p.m.
In the Union Lobby
we*
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Alone again
BG back on top after crushing CMU, 101-78
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

Bowling Green's women's
basketball team is oh fire, and it
isscorching.
The Falcons scored over 100
points for the secondconsecutive game in a 101-78
Mid-American Conference rout
of Central Michigan last night in
Anderson Arena.
The win lifts BG into sole possession of first place with a 7-1
conference mark. They are 14-4
overall, while second-place
CMU falls to 6-2,10-9.
In its last four games, all wins,
BG has averaged 95.3 points.
The Falcons scored a school and
MAC record 109 points last Saturday at Kent State.
"We're just operating on all
cylinders right now," BG head
coach Fran Voll said. "I think
our passing game has been exceptional. Recently, I think we've passed the ball as well as we
have since I've been here."

The Falcons shot an impressive 62.2 percent from the floor
in both halves, with many shots
coming from around the lane
area.
However, the key to the win
was the Falcon defense. The
Chippewas scored 47 points in
the first half, but were limited to
a meager 31 in the second.
Most of CMU's first-half
points came inside with freshman center Sue Nissen leading
the way with 17 markers. BG
center Angie Bonner said the
auad discussed how to stop the
dppewas at halftime.
"We had to put more pressure
on them when they got the ball
inside," Bonner said. "We had
to collapse in on them and help
out on the weak side."
Offensively, forwards Jackie
Motycka and Megan McGuire
scored 25 and 20 points, respectively, while Bonner fired in 22
points.
Despite the starting frontline
scoring 67 points, the Falcons'
spark-plug was guard Chris

Mossing. The senior came off
the bench at the 19:38 mark of
the second half with BG down.
49-46.
She then keyed a 19-4 run over
the next five-and-a-half minutes
to put BG ahead, 65-53. During
the stretch, Mossing scored four
K'ints, grabbed a rebound and
nded out an assist.
However, it was her hustle
(she dove to the floor three
times after loose balls) and defensive pressure which made
her instrumental.
"We had to come out in the
second half and establish momentum," said Mossing, who
finished with 10 points. "I didn't
think I did very much in the first
half, so I decided to go out and
do what I'm supposed to do m hustle. That's what I'm out
therefor."
Motycka also played amajor
role in the run, scoring sevenpoints, passing out an assist and
making a steal.
O See Alone Again, page 15.

Men fall short to Chips
by Ron Fritz
news editor

In a four-minute span of last night's game, Bowling Green's freshmen played like seniors, but in
the end it was real seniors the Falcons needed.
Led by Billy Johnson, Ed Colbert, and Joe
Moore, BG took a 55-52 lead with 3:52 remaining,
but Central Michigan, paced by seniors Dan
Majerle and Tommie Johnson, turned the deficit
into a 63-60 Mid-American Conference victory in
Anderson Arena.
"It's disappointing to lose a game like that; it
was definitely winnable," said Falcon head coach
Jim Larranaga. "From the 12-minute to three-

minute mark, we put ourselves in a position to win
the game. Things go well down the stretch when
you nave senior guards.
"I think that's a critical aspect," he said. "Underclassmen are just not in the situations enough
to know what to do. Right now we're just not a
team that's going to put the nails in the coffin very
often."
BG had a hammer in its hand, but just couldn't
put the Chippewas away.
With 8:16 left to play, the Falcons trailed 51-43.
But senior Anthony Robinson hit two free throws to
cut the margin to six. Moore followed with a halfhook in the lane with 7:11 left.
Majerle, the MAC's leading scorer, canned a
foul snot and Moore countered with one of his own
D See Fall Short, page 15.

Day by Day Photography Contest

The contest is open |ji^%^|J^i|yfe^JH6^e student.
Winning pictures yM&e &*h«3teti >« the 1988-89 UAO
DHV by Dav Calendar.

BG News Rob Upton
Bowling Green's Erin Vick just gets a shot off despite Sue Nissen's attempt to block he r shot. The Falcons
defeated Central Michigan. 101 -78, in a showdown between the two best teams in the MAC

ONE ACCOUNT PLUS.
THE ADVANTAGES KEEP
ADDING UP
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Photograpl|£gpu»i foe black a»o* i^fai^l^felO glossy or
semi-glossy and mmt he of SGSU events, people or campus. All entries mmt % submitted b> March 30th. For
more detaiibf':f^:'%'the-iDAO.i^|^,'^f: floor Union or
call 372-2343.
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FREE DELIVERY AVAILABLE
STORE HOURS:
Sun. - Thurs.
Fri. - Sat.

FREE DELIVERY

10 AM - 1 AM
1 O AM - 3 AM

DELIVERY 11-2, 4-CLOSE
Only Fifth Third's One Account
Plus an give you so much for so
little per month

IfflEBpV

■SHMPVI

BUY
3 SUBS
GET
4TH SUB
FREE

FREE 50" OFF!

Limit two per custom*. Not volid
with any other coupons. Good ot
participating locations
IMBW9-MI

32 OZ. PEPSI
with a 2 sub
delivery order
Limif two per customer, riot valid
with any other coupons. Good at
participating kxations.
l«e««3-i-M

|1HMgy
Any of our
delicious
20 subs
Limit two per customer, Not valid
with any other coupons. Good at
participating locations.
t«pi« 3-vM

FIGURE IT OUT FOR
YOURSELF
Add up how much you're used
to paying for checking No* total
up how much more you'd be getting (and how little you'd be paying), if you had One Account Plus
You'd gel:
► I nlimited check writing
► Free personalized checks
► No minimum balance
► A Visa or MasterCard with no
annual fee'
► Discounted rales on installmenl
loans*

► Visa or MasterCard Ready Resent
► Free traveler's checks, cashier's
checks and certified checks
► Freejtanies Private Line bill paying
► Free notary services
► A free safe deposit box for one year
► Plus, the N0» Account interest rale
on your money
The total cost for all these services' A paltry seven dollars a month
Just a few dollars more than most
people pay for a regular account
ADD ON ANOTHER PLUS
If you'd prefer getting all the
benefits of a One Account Plus
checking account, without paying
the monthly service fee, just
do one of the following
.

1032 Norlh Main St. • Bowling Green, Ohio
354-1592

► Maintain a minimum monthly balance of $2,000 in your line Account
Plus checking account '
► Average a quarterly balance of $3,000
in a savings account/
► Maintain a minimum monthly balance of $6,000 in a BankSafe*
Account.
► Or deposit $7,500 to a Certificate of
Deposit
Call or stop b) any Fifth Third
Banking Center for more information
on how to open your One Account
Plus
HI IH IHIRDBAHK

Putting PeofJe First...
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Crawford spelling relief
Freshman walk-on rescues injury-riddled squad
by Don Hensley
bports reporter

Walk-on athletes are often overlooked and
thought of as long-term projects.
However, this has not been the case for
freshman gymnast Kim Crawford. Crawford, who came to Bowling Green as a walkon, is already paying big dividends for this
year's team.
"I am very shocked,"
said Crawford. "I never
expected to being do this
well, this early in the
season."
Crawford received a
chance to prove herself
almost immediately after
BG's squad was hampered
by injuries early in the
season. She stepped to the Crawford
forefront and proved to be a solid performer.
Prior to the season's start, Crawford was
not expected to compete in the all-around
competition. But because of injuries to upper-classmen Lisa Schulman and Maria Dechiara, coach Dr. Charles Simpson was forced to move the Troy, Ohio native into the
lineup.
"We needed someone to step in and contribute in the all-around category," said
Simpson. "Kim is a very hardworking and
responsible athlete that has really inserted

herself well."
So far, Crawford has established herself
as one of the top performers on the floor
exercise for the Falcons. Last week she
scored a 9.0 - an all-time best in this area. Although Crawford has excelled on the floor
this year, she considers her best event the
uneven bars.
While in high school, Crawford tallied a 9.0
on the bars. But the event has caused problems this year and she is expecting better
results in the future.
"The bars are my best event," said Crawford. "I've had a hard time on them so far,
but I am working to improve my scoring in
this area."
The elementary education major began
the sport at an early age with encouragement from her parents. She first attended
gymnastic schools at the age of five and has
unproved since.
"My parents got me started in gymnastics
because I was always so active and energetic." said Crawford.
Not only was she an energetic gymnast,
but a good one as well. In her sophomore
year of high school, she qualified for the
Eastern Nationals through the private club
she trained through. This enabled her to
compete in New York in the Class I level.

Although quite an accomplishment, her
fondest memory is of a performance during
her senior year.

"I am very shocked. I never
expected to being do this
well, this early in the
season."
-Kim Crawford, BG gymnast
"My most memorable moment would
have to be when I was the district champ on
the bars my senior year," said Crawford.
"That was one of my best performances."
This accomplishment was extremely impressive, but she hopes major accomplishments will continue throughout the next four
years.
She is hoping to earn a scholarship next
year, but more importantly, would like to
aid the team in winning the Mid-American
Conference Championship this year.
"I really want the team to win the MAC,"
said Crawford. "I think that it would be a
wonderful tribute to the seniors."

UTO
WORKS
THE DISCOUNT PLACE FOR AUTO PARTS

Kim Crawford
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Ulinios hires Mackovic
CHAMPAIGN, 111. (AP) — John Mackovic, who previously coached Wake Forest and the Kansas City Chiefs, was named head
football coach at the University of Illinois yesterday.
He said the Illini offense will be patterned on the pro-style drop
back passing attack.
His goal, ne said, was eventually to make Illinois the national
tnampion.
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Western
bests
Rockets

Cavs win fifth straight
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) Mark Price sank a free throw
with five seconds left last night,
lifting the Cleveland Cavaliers
to their fifth straight NBA victory, 107-106 over the Washington Bullets.
Price was fouled by Frank
Johnson near the top of the key
and made one of two free
throws. Tyrone Bogues took the
Bullets' inbounds pass and
raced the length of the court, but
had his shot blocked by Craig
Ehlo.
Ehlo's block was a team-

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) Billy Stanback scored 20
points and Steve Riikonen
and Greg Rapp each added
19 as Western Michigan
defeated Toledo 88-76 in a
Mid-American Conference
game last night.
Mark Brown added 16
points for Western, which
has won five of its last six
games.

Alone Again
' I Continued from page 13.
Motycka is now 13 points from Chris Tuttle
(1979-83), BG's all-time scoring champion
with 1420 points. Motycka is ninth on the
MAC all-time list.
Chippewas' head coach Donita Davenport
said her team didn't come to play in the second half.

Fall Short
a Continued from page 13.
with 6:35 remaining. BG's
Johnson added a foul shot to
cut CMU's lead to 52-49 at the
6:01 mark.
At 5:24, B. Johnson took a
perfect pass from Lamon Pippin for a layup to make the
score 52-51 with 5:24 left. Following a CMU miss, Colbert
tipped in a missed shot at 4:49
to give the Falcons their first
lead since 4:08 remained in the
first half.
Joe Gregory increased BG's
advantage to 55-52 with 3:53
left, hitting two free throws.
But Maierle made a jumper to
cut the lead to one. Undaunted,
Johnson nailed an off-balance
jumper for the Falcons at 3:05,
putting BG up 57-54.

record 16th by the Cavaliers,
breaking the Cleveland standard of 15.
Hot Rod Williams tied a team
record with nine blocks and he
led the Cavaliers with 23 points.
Brad Daugherty added 20 for
Cleveland.
With the score tied at 97,
Cleveland scored six of the next
seven points for a 103-98 lead
with 4:30 left.
After Ehlo hit an 18-footer that
gave Cleveland a 106-102 edge,
Washington pulled even at 106 on
a rebound tip-in by Jeff Malone

"We didn't shoot well in the second half
and we didn't rebound, so we didn't get any
second shots," she said. "They got a lot of
second shots, and I think that's about the
ball game."
In the the first half, BG held control for the
entire time, but could never run up a big
lead.
McGuire paced the Falcons early on, scoring five of BG's first 11 field goals en route to

The Chips then scored the
next seven points, including
five from the charity stripe to
take a 61-57 lead with :41 remaining.
A three-pointer by Gregory
cut the lead to one with : 14 left,
but T. Johnson made two free
throws to put CMU up with five
seconds left. Gregory's threepoint shot at the buzzer missed,
giving the Chips the three-point
win.
"It always comes down to
the last minute or two," Larranaga said. "Experience usually wins in those circumstances."
Majerle, who led all scorers
with 20 points, said the team
remained optimistic when BG
took the lead down the stretch.
"I think we're playing with

CCHA STANDINGS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

and a basket credited to Moses
Malone when a missed shot by
Frank Johnson was inadvertently knocked in by Cleveland's
Tryone Corbin with 38 seconds to
PlayPrice then missed a 21-footer
that was rebounded by Daugherty, who had the ball stripped
by Bernard King.

The bench contributed 35
points for the Falcons.
In addition to Majerle, T.
Johnson scored 16 points and
Ed Wilcox had 12 for the Chips.
CMU was 24-of-50 for 48 percent from the field.
Chippewas' head coach
Charlie Coles said BG has a lot
of similarities with his squad.
"They resemble us a lot,"
Coles said. "They are quick
and we have a tough time playing against them. It's always a
scramble when we play. We've
been lucky here the last two
years. Last year, we very well
could have lost and it was the
same thing this year."
BG is now 7-12 overall and 2-6
in the MAC. CMU raised its record to 12-8 overall and 6-2 in
the league.

W
16
16
15
12
12
10
9
5
5

L
4
7
11
9
10
12
14
15
18

T
6
3
0
3
2
4
1
4
1

PT
38
35
30
27
26
24
19
14
11

GF
135
122
124
112
130
105
106
84
90

GA
84
91
112
96
115
128
113
135
134

NCAA HOCKEY RANKINGS

But Washington's John Williams was called for an offensive
foul on the ensuing inbounds
play, giving Cleveland possession.

16 first-half points. Motycka scored 14 in the
half, while Bonner contributed 10.
CMU's only lead of the half came with two ■
seconds remaining when Nissen scored a
layup off a great pass from senior Nancy
Melissa.
Melissa scored 11 points in the opening
half, but finished with only 13.
Nissen scored a game-high 27 points and
pulled in seven rebounds.

confidence, plus everybody is
playing hard," Majerle said.
'I thought we were in trouble,
but I was optimistic that we
would keep fighting. At this
point of the season, we know
we can come back."
It didn't even look like BG
was going to make it past halftime as CMU scored the first 10
points of the game. But the
Falcons battled back and with
6:22 left in the half, Gregory hit
a three-pointer to give BG a
21-19 lead. But the Chips were
able to take a one-point halftime lead, scoring eight of the
final 11 points of the half.
The Falcons were led by
Robinson and Gregory with 15
points each. B. Johnson added
14 for BG, who made 24-of-54
from the field for 44 percent.

TEAM (overall)
Lake Superior (20-4-6)
Michigan State (18-9-3)
Michigan (19-13-0)
Western Michigan (15-11-3)
Bowling Green (17-10-2)
Ferris State (13-134)
Illinois-Chicago (13-15-1)
Ohio State (8-164)
Miami (10-19-1)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

TEAM (league)
Maine (Hockey East)
Minnesota (WCHA)
Lake Superior 1 CCHA I
Harvard 1 EC AC)
Wisconsin (WCHA)
St. Lawrence (ECAC)
Michigan State (CCHA)
Michigan (CCHA)

W
22
24
20
12
21
16
18
19

I.
4
6
4
4
10
6
9
13

T
2
0
6
0
0
0
3
0

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15

TEAM (overall)
Eastern Michigan (1M)
Central Michigan (1241)
Kent State (9-10)
Ohio University (9-10)
Western Michigan 18-9)
6. Ball State 18-10)
Toledo (124)
8. Bowling Green (7-12)
Miami (4-14)

W
7
6
i
4
4
3
3
2
2

L
1
2
3
4
4

1
5

(

6

TEAM (overall)
1. Bowling Green (14-4)
2. Central Michigan (10-9)
Miami 110-7)
4. Western Michigan I lMi
5. Ohio University (9-10)
6. Kent State (7-12)
7. Toledo (8-10)
Ball State (4-15)
9. Eastern Michigan 14-12)

W
3
2
2
3
4
1
0

T
4
2
0
1
2
2
0

W
7
6
6
5
4
3
2
2
1

1.
1
2
2
3
4
5
6
6
7

WOMEN'S SWIM STANDINGS

MEN'S SWIM STANDINGS
TEAM (overall)
1. Eastern Michigan (3-21
2 Miami (4-3)
Ohio U0-3I
4. Ball State i5-3l
5. Toledo 10-2)
6. Bowling Green (S-t)
7. Kent State (4-4)

L
9
13
4
5
10
13
10

MAC WOMEN'S STANDINGS

MAC MEN'S STANDINGS

1.
2.
3.
4.

TEAM (league)
W
Northeastern (East)
12
Minnesota-Duluth IWCHAB
Cornell (ECAC)
13
Colgate (ECAC)
16
Bowling Green (CCHA) 17
Denver (WCHA)
IS
Lowell i Hockey Easti
13

1.
0
1
1
2
3
2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TEAM (overall)
Miami 16-2)
Ohio University 111-1)
BowUngGreenlt-1)
Ball State (6-3)
Eastern Michigan (2-6)
Kent State (1-6)

W
4
3
t
2
0
0

I.
0
0
1
2
4
4

W
1
0
0

L
1
1
2

1

MAC GYMNASTIC STANDINGS
TEAM (overall)
1. Western Michigan (6-0)
2. Central Michigan (J-3)
Bowling Cm0 12-2)

W L
4 •
1
t 1

TEAM (overall)
4. Kent State >2-3i
5. Eastern Michigan (04)
5. Ball State (1-4)

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Campaign Staff. Ohioans for HAK3 Help the
Causo. Volunleor now' 1 800-533-HAK3

* * Attention Al Education Majors*"
A C.E meetmo, Fab 4 at 6 30
in 404 Moeeley Hal
topic "Teachers Discuss Thar Profession" on
mo Ptm Donahoa Show

Caribbean Association presents a Reggae
Tribute to Bob Martey with Chicago's Safari on
Saturday. Feb 8. 9 p m N E. Commons.
Assisted by ECAP. BSU. APA. TWGA. YVSA.
PSO and Ethnic Studies (Oneness. Peace and
Love)

•"Door Prizes"
6th Annual HSA Tuition Raffle is coming
The "Rowdy Raffia Rappert"are giving away a
tree semester's tuition In just a few weeks
you! have the chance to Tryour luck) Stay
tuned
A View From the Bottom of Ihe Pile
Wed . Feb 10 at 6 30 PM the Honors Student
AssocatJon presents BGSU Sociology pro
lessor James Voung speatong on his experiences as a corrections officer in a major
prison system Free and open to aB-the Honors
Center below Kreischer

MM

HSA Winter Retreat
Sat. Feb. « 9-2
Join HSA for a day ol cross-country skiing ($3
ski rental), ice-skating (please bong your own)
and other winter delights Just come into Ihe
Honors Office-231 Administration Bldg-and
sign up by 3 PM Fri. Feb. 5 For more into, cal
372-8504 Sponsored by the Honors Student
Assocafron-more than meets the eye'
LIFE IN FREE CHINA
Thura. Feb. 4: 2:30 p m -4:30 p.m
International Lounge. 411 South Hall
snack and refreshment are provided
sponsored by W S A
SOLD
Leadership-Learning
Development Workshop
Topic Leadership
Feb 8 • 4.30 PM
Contact 405 Student Services lor reservations

Freshman Orientation
t Membership Drive
Jan 25th - 2901 Feb 1st - bin
9 3 MSC a BA lobbies

SOLD
Leader ship-Learning
Development Workshop Series
Slop by 405 Student Services for more
information and reservation materials.

APPLY TODAY
tors
CAMPUS FACT UNE
position next fa*

START YOUR FUTURE TONIGHT AT THE
YOUNG EXECUTIVE CLUB MEETING AT 7 30
PM M BA 102

Open to freshmen and sophomores
Applications al Student Employment
400 Student Services
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS
S C E C. MAKE IT-TAKE IT WORKSHOP
SUN . FEB 7 4-8 PM 2ND FLOOR ED
BLDO $5 MEMBERS. SB NON MEMBERS
COME FOR GREAT IDEASi
ATTENTION" ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED TO
TAKE ELE ED METHODS COURSES (EDCI
351. 352. 353. 356. 356) MUST APPLY FOR
METHODS THE SEMESTER BEFORE
ENROLLMENT' Deadline to apply for Fan OR
Summer. 1988 Ele Ed Methods Wednesday.
Feb 10-5 00 p m Application forms available
m 529 Ed BWg
CALIFORNIA. ..RHODE
ISLAND. COLORADO... 1 OF SO SCHOOLS
ACROSS THE COUNTRY ARE WAITING FOR
YOU PAY NO OUT-Of STATE FEESIII FIND
OUT MORE TODAY AT 3 30 IN 231 ADMIN <
CENTER FOB ACADEMIC OPTIONS 2-8202'F

VALENTINE'S DAY QREETINO CARDS
Sponsored by the AMA
61 each or 4 tor S3
Feb 2 Feb 12betwn 9-3
in MSC and BA lobbies

LOST & FOUND
LOST Purple change purse at Uptown Important kilo-Reward Cal 354-4133
LOST: three keys on a Honda Key Cham if
lound please cal 372-5783
LOST: yeJow Gold ring with sm diamond
cluster Lost 12788 If found, contact 264 BA
Dept. 07 Mgml 2-2946. Has great sentimental
value. Reward given If found.

Attention Students
Don't miss the 8th Annual BGSU Leadership
Conference on February 19-20
1988
Registration information available by caamg

RIDES
HELP' I NEED A RIDE TO PITTSBURGH THIS
WEEKENO' PLEASE CALL BETH AT 2-6416
OR 2-2603. GAS 61
Ride needed to the Ann Arbor or Lansing area
Valentines weekend or any weekend Win pay
gas or whatever it costs Please cal Jim at
372-1548

UPTOWN-DOWNTOWN
BG's most famous gathering place
9th Anniversary Parly
Saturday Feb. 11th 5 00 P.M.
42.00 Admission Includes:
FREE Domlnos Pizza
FREE T-Shtrt 10 Ihe first 150
Visors, frlsbees * drink specials
FOR ALL
GREAT BG-TU POST GAME PARTYIII

SERVICES OFFERED
A to Z Data Center
Helping you meet all your typing needs
148 S Main 352-5042
Abortion, morning arter treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center for Choice H, Toiedo.O 256-7769
ATTENTION SENIORS:
Have you dried up a fob yet?
If not. sign up with LUNDY ASSOCIATES
the student placement specialists
A one time fee ol only $10 helpa you
tind the right |0b along with a
listing of Ohio's lop employees

More Info Jamie Swetln 3544822

BGSU STUDENTS-DO YOU NEED MONEY?
5-25 Scholarship Sources, matched with
YOUR unique oualfflcatloris Save time
and money: 1st 200 BGSU students who
apply qualify for $10 off our S3S fee
Wrffw today 'or appkeation:
SCHOLARSHIP RESOURCES. PO Box
588
8
| Bill 811 IBI8I
"NEED A CARING RESPONSE
TO PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
CALL
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
AT 354HOPE
FOR
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
INFORMATION AND SUPPORT
WE'RE HERE TO HELP YOU THROUGH

PERSONALS

PERFECTLY PLAID '88
PERFECTLY PLAID '88
PERFECTLY PLAID '88

It's not fust 8 FAD
It's PERFECTLY PLAID

' * 'GAmms Phi Beta'"'
We're mad about Plaid
•"Gamma Phi Beta"'

OVERWEIGHT
PEOPLE
NEEDED
to participate in local weight loss program lor
advertising purposes Musi be 26 pounds or
more overweight
Cal 352-6975
A specks! congralufafione to Mary Jo Froso and
Dan Suetar on the long awaited announcement
of your engagement Our best wishes for your
future LSL. The Slaters ol Alpha Dona Pi

372 2151 Join us «i our "QUEST FOR SUCCESS"'
ATTENTION JUNIORS)
If you have a 3.00 GPA or higher and are a
loader, on and off campus. Mortar Board is 'or
you For an appkcation and more information.
stop by 410 Student Services
Attention Ladies
Want lo meet arot ol great guys? Come to the
Pike House Saturday at 10pm lo meet 300 different Pikes
PROUD TO BE A PIKE"'
Bathing Suits arriving daily'
Jeans N Ttvnga
531 Ridge

BE A CAMPUS KNOW KNOW
WORK AT CAMPUS FACT UNE
100 applications for positions next
lall will be available at 10 AM TODAY
al Student Employment. 460 Student Serv

EO LEEDOM GETTING MARRIED ON
FEBRUARY 7. 1988 AT ALPHA SIGMA PHIS
WINTER WEDDING

Open lo al freshmen and sophomores

cont. on page 16.
BOWLING GREEN 8TH ANNUAL
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
QUEST FOR SUCCESS

February 19-20. 1988

For registration info call 372-2151
CHRIS PARSONS IS SEEKING SUSAN OR
ANY OTHER FEMALE FOR WINTER WEDDING PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON AT ROOM
205 ALPHA SIGMA PHI
COUCH POTATOES UNITE" LODGE NO 54.
Ohio's oldest and world's largest lodge announces Us 5th Annual Membership Drive For
FREE official couch potato membership card
and letter, send ouafcficalions & S A S E to
Lodge No 54. Box 333-8. Grand River. OH
44045.

Alpha Xl's AXO's. Pi Kapp's, i Sigma Nu's
Thanks for a Great 5-way this peat weekend
THE PIKES

Daddy Warbucka saye.
"Don't be an orphan, torn us at Mardi Gras "
Feb 13. 7-12 Unrv Union
DEAD MEN don't wear PLAID but GAMMA
PHI'S oo!

-CHARLESTOWJvF
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
"We vMmwt a VaAnt&u!* &ay
jatoahMititoun above ft*
Wits H&i4f*yt4ft&to**6.

mtktUSAfnonlyHP*
* Shirt will arrive on/eb/2,(reb/Visa
Smby) Order must beh by fcbKX
H2SaHm
BaJngtrcmCti

Phone

35f-3098

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or.
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Classes m Engksh - Al motors welcome
or contact
Or Charles Chlttle at
372-8180.372 2646

Dude.
Looking forward to HSA's Writer Retreat to Oak
Openings this Saturday Don't forget to sign up
xi the Honors Office by 3 PM Friday so you can
come along and keep me warm!
Your personal ski bunny,
Lady

According to recent survey, an overwhelming
100% o( al eegiole males interviewed agreed
met me 1988 Alpha Delta PI Brack Tie Affair wii
far surpass sf others in the momentous
categories ol aged wine, hot women, and unending song

ARUBA-7 Nights-Spring Break
Air. Hotel. More From $639
■ mill.BOO.358-1136

Do you want to travel throughout Europe?
and
Earn six hours toward your degree'
BGSU's tantaslic Summer Program in
France may be just nghl for YOU
Meet with former participants and
students from Nantes. France during
an open xitormational meeting on
Tuesday February 9th at 9.00 PM al the
French House on Sorority Row

CAMPUS

POLLYEYES
OpennOOorr io2C.
Sun wed
H00am ■o30Com
SPECtAl
Large Pan
Pizza
with any 2
items plus
one qt. of
Coke

$7.00
Extra items
$1.20 ea.
$10 value
Free Delivery

ETHNIC CULTURAL
ARTS PROGRAM
(ECAP)
WHAT: Pain, Passion, 6 Purpose
By Or John Scott.
Resident Playwright.
TRIANGLES is an anthology
of Black life in dramatic.
poetic, musical and dance

forms
WHEN: February 10, 11, 12. 13
WHO: ALL BGSU Students
are eligible
10 tickets per night
FREE transportation to
Collingwood Art Center
Leaves Union at 6:00 pm
SIGN-UP: Minority Affairs Office
•First come, first serve
Deadline for sign-ups
Tuesday, Feb. 9, 1988
for info call 372-7122

SPECIAL
Reg. 10" Pan
Pizza with
any
one item for

$3.50
Extra items
.70 each
$5.20 value
Free Delivery

Classifieds

11 February 4,1988
Monmouth Duo
Monmouth Duo
Ths Tradition Continues
Monmouth Duo
Monmouth Duo
Fab. 8, 1988

TAMPA-7 Nights-Spring Break
Air, Hotel, Mom. Front S403
Islands Inn 1 -800-356-1136

Reggae Tribute ot Oneness. Peace and Love
to Bob Martey with Safari from Chicago on
Saturday. Fob 6. 9 PM, N E Commons Cosponsored by ECAP. BSU. APA. TWQA. WSA.
PSO and Ethnic Studies

2-tor-t Haircuts
Bring In tha ad and get 2 cuts
tor the price of 11
Bringatriendl

cont. from page 15.
EipoM yourself to a KEY senior portrait.
Photographer Is on campus now tor last session. Call 372-8086 today tor your appointnt
Outdo would Ike to thank at the people who
mad* Qutdotesl '68 a very memorable evening
What a btaatl You're groat friends I'l miss you
HELP! I NEED A RIOE TO PITTSBURGH THIS
WEEKEND' PUASE CALL BETH AT 2-6415
OR 2-2603 QAS $'
Hoy Students' Did you know you wi receive
825% oil perm, color. A tuB service hair cuts'
Just come in or make am appt before 4 pm
System Seven haa-styllng
1072 N Main 352-6516
It anyone accidentally took homo a Rod CB Ski
Jacket Irom Marks on Sat night. PLEASE call
Scott at 372-4255
INTERESTED IN WRITING' NEED TO BUILD A
PORTFOLIO' JOIN THE FRIDAY MAGAZINE
STAFF MEETINGS AT 7 30. SUNDAYS.
WEST HALL COMMONS. 2ND FLOOR
JEFF METRY
Cheers to your very first personal
• • • CONGRATULATIONS- ■ ■
Love. 319 Lowry
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Monmouth Duo
Pi Beta Phi
Fab. 8. 1988
THE TRADITION CONTINUES
Last session lor senior portraits Is NOW. Call
372-8086 today lor your appointment.
Laurie Irom Eaton ot Laurie and Laurie parr at Dr
Doodles Sat
1-30 This is Tom Irom
Bmgtwigton N Y I would Ike another dance'
Please cal alter 6pm 513-429-5499

THE ARRANGEMENT

ROCK N' ROLL
AT PABLO'S MEXICAN RESTAURANT AND
CANTINA

382-4101 Expires 2-30 88

893 South Mam

The Brothers ol Sigma Chi would Ilka to Congratulate Brian Burton and Sharon Htnsen on
their recent pinning.

TIN Bucks atop here'
No cove, with coaege ID TONIGHT
ROCK N' ROLL
At Pablo's Mexican Restaurant and Cantma
893 South Main
The Bucks Stop Here-No Cover with College ID
COLLEGE NIGHT TONIGHT

The Brothers ol Sigma Chi would like to conratulate Jim Miller 8 Kris Crawl on their recent lavaHerlng.

RUSH
ALPHA SI0MA PHI LITTLE SISSES
8-10 30pm Feb 8.9-11th
Be one ot me Select Few

To Bird Killer Plal and Blue MM Young,
In appreciation of the Buckeye Cruise we corcfcaty Invite you to a home-cooked meal by Mom
Wttson underneath the Strobe Light Be at the
Cross Country at 7pm sharp tonight-with your
Buckets'
Love. M Road Trippers, The Italian Hurricane,
The Slam Dancer. The Violet Femme and The
President ol Smedtap Co

RUSH PIKES'"
This is your last chance to become part ot the
ultimate experience
PROUD TO BE A PIKE'"
RUSH PIKES'"
This is your last chance to become part ot the
ultimate experience.
PROUD TO BE A PIKE'"

Tonight and Every Thursday Night
at the Brauthaua
Beat the Clock
Happy Hours

SARA SPEISER
Congratulations on your new office' I'm reaay
proud of you Also, thanks for everything you've
done for me through pledging 6 initiation' You're
the greatest)
Love your kl
Beth

Start at 6 00pm
for details cal
352-8707

Saturday night St MONMOUTH DUO
the only place to be.
Is with a Pi Phi or Kappa date,
the ARROW and the KEY'"

VALENTINE'S DAY PACKAGE
Sunday FeBruary 14
DINNER 8 ROOM FOR TWO
Stinger's Cafe &
Best Western Falcon Pkua
845.00 PER COUPLE (INCLUDING TAX)
Remodeled room with red rose
8 02 butt steak or
New Zealand whtleflsh
Salad Bar 8 dinner roll
Baked potato or pasta
Nonalcoholic Beverage
RESERVATIONS 352-4874

UZNCE
Congralutanons"' You are gloved"" Craig is a
great guy. But PLEASE1 Stop ANALYZING'

Senior Portraits Now'
Senior Portr.il! Now!
Senior Portraits Nowt

Mardi Gras '88
Be There'"

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL'
Bring tha ad in and get a haircut
lor only SI0 00'

Love. Coeeen

MEN OF BURLESQUE
ALL MALE REVIEW
featuring
OAVIO THE HUMAN VIBRATOR
UPTOWN 8-10 PM
82.00 Admission
WEDNESDAY FEB. 10
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00

2 SORORITY HOUSEBOYS
Cat Lee after 6. 2 3494

1981 Chevy Chevette
Good Shape
Reasonable Price Cal John 8740162 days 6
353-006 nights

Female Rmmte needed to share 2 Bdnn apt
own rm FREE CABLE, heat, gas electric 6
water al Included In rent
162.50-mo
364-2843 or 352-7929

BROTHER TRAVEL TYPEWRITER
vrlth adapter, ribbons, thermal paper Brand
new, many special features $145 Cal soon
352 3051

Looking tor 12 inch G I Joe Dots By Hesboro
-| cal 352-1726

BUNDY CORNET FOR SALE, $200 EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL TRACY
372-3588 PRICE NEGOTIABLE

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED-OWN
BEDROOM-FURNISHED Lg Bedrooms-elec
onfy-approx. S10 each per mo Very Quiet. 3-4
mile from campus. Non-smoker, non-partter,
prel grad $162 50 nag 353-2271

COMMODORE 64 1984 MODEL FOR SALE
TERMINAL AND DISK DRIVE $350 CONTACT
TRACY AT 372 3568

WANTED
2 female roommates to sublease for summer
Close to campus, pool. AC* Vent negotiable
(SlOOamol Call AngeM or S«o al 354 5620

Size 7 1-2 8 $50

WANTED: One roommate for remainder ol Sprng Semester Close to campus Cal 352-3609

Rare Beatles Albums 6 Tapes
Buy, Trade, Set Large variety ol Bootlegs. Interviews, Solo work Leave Name, phone, address al OCMB 4414 or slop By 222 N Church
Apt t Back Door

HELP WANTED
200 Counselors * Instructors Needed!
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mountains, Northeastern Penn. Lohlxan. PO BOX
234BQ, Kenlhvorth, NJ 07033 (201-276-0565
Dependable, non-smoking Babysitter with
transportation and references. Cal 352-0298
evenings.
DIRECTOR-TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Edison Industrial Systems Center, a non-profit
technical research and development corporation, la seeking a highly motivated serf-starter to
act as director for the Edison Technical Information System That Individual should Be people
oriented and possess the ability to gather,
organize, and categorize technical information
xrto a computer database The position wit be
sensitive to manufactunng. legal and economic
issues Minimum education: Bachelor's Degree
with 1-2 years' experience Please submit
resume to: Vice President-Technology. Edteon
industrial Systems Center, 1700 N Weatwod.
Suite 2286. Toledo, Ohio 43607

NANNIES needed for summer 6 long-term
poeotfons Travel opportunities Select dent
famines Nannies ol Cleveland 216-521-4650
Person with computer skies m Word Processing
6 Record Keeping Also good writing 6
business communications skills. Contact
PUSH 353-7016 or 372-4130
•

FOR SALE
LADIES DOLOMITE SKI BOOTS (brand-newl

QUEST FOR SUCCESS'
Bowing Green 8th Annual
Leadership Conference
FeBruary 19-20. 1988
For registration kilo cat 372-2151

SUZANNE MARIE KELLY
Congatutations on your night ot exercise with
Joe. Too Bad he's al lorn up now!
Love Laurie P S Happy FerMLiatlon Day'
Take a different perspective-one Irom the
Bottom ol the pile.
HSA Presents. Dr James Young. BGSU
soceogy professor, speaking on his experiences as a corrections officer Wed Fob
10 at 6.30 PM m the Honors Center (Below
Kreischer) Free and open to all'

POSTAL JOBS' $20,064 Start'
Prepare Now! Clerks-Carriers I
Cal for Guaranteed Exam
Workshop (9161 944-4444 Ext 2
RESORT HOTELS. Cruiselnes. Airlmos 1
Amusement Parks NOW accepting appacations
tor summer robs, internships and career positions For Information 6 appicatlon. write National Coaegiate Recreation. P.O. Box 8074
Hilton Head Island, SC 29938

WANTED
2 non-smoking female roommates for Fa* 88
and Spring 88 $394 a Sem 777 Manvfse. FuHy
furnished 2 Bdrm 1 1-2 bath cal 372-4139

SAVE

THIS

For Rent
1 Bedroom apt New lowered rates

3543533
Furnished Efficiency Available Immediately
lor aubteeae Location 215 E Poe Rd Apt
57 Onty $190 per mo. Utilities Included In
quire al QreenOnar Reality, 224 E Wooster
Houses A Duplexes for 88-89 School Year
Steve Smith 352-8917
Houses and Apartments
Close to campus lor summer 1988
8 68-89 school year 1-267-3341

Trampokne-Ful size, above ground, good condition, 372-2034

FOR RENT
1-2 BEDROOM APTS
School Year, Yew, Summer Leaaea AvaasBlt.
S 8 V Rentals 352-7454

1470-1480 CloughrLarge 2 bedroom furnished apts.
FREE gas heat, water. 8 sewer
Close-to-camput
Private parking $ laundry facilities
Newtove Rents I a
352-5620
328 S. Main

2 bdrm house lor rent
Close lo campus. 249 Manville Immed occup
(218)243-4305 eve
2 Bedroom furnish apt. w-extras 704 5th Street
Summer or Fad 352-3445

3 bedroom apt lor $350 a month
Cloae-to-campus
New paint and carpeting
Available now until May 10, 1988
Cal 353-0311 daily
APARTMENTS FOR RENT, 9 AND 12 MONTH
LEASES, CALL TIM AT 352-7112
Assortment ol
Apartments, Houses and Duplexes
Available for Summer 8 Fall
CALL
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Looking for an apartment?
Coma see NEWLOVE RENTALS
we have an extensive listing
of apartments and houses to
Fit your every need.
352-5820
328 S. Main St.
Stop In for our FREE Brochure

MUST SUBLEASE EFFICIENCY 200 PER MO
FURNISHED ALL UTILITIES PAID AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY CALL 354-2474
Now leasing For Summer and Fat
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT APTS
Al Residents Recieve a Free MemBership to
Cherrywood Health Spa
352-9378

PLUSH UPTOWN APARTMENT
for aubteeae this summer
1, 2, 3, or 4 people lo eve this May-Aug Call
soon for summer rates 354-0598
STOPII DON'T SIGN"
Student Legal Services, Inc. will review all
loaeoa and contracts for you (BEFORE) you
sign them
■Know Fully What You Are Getting Into''
Cal lor an Appointment Today
SLS 372-2951
Another Service made available By your 82.00
Legal Fee.
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Large efficiencies, conveniently
located Al major utilities paid
FURNISHED 2 BEORM . 1 1-2 BATHS
841 8th St $373 per month

354-2260 or 352-6553

RE MANAGEMENT
352-9302

A_D

TONITE IS
BARGAIN NITE
All Seats $2.00

4 f^as,

R.E. MANAGEMENT
382-8302

After 1 PM. come see our model apt

SHARP '86 AND ONE-HALF CHEVETTE RED.
MAGS-LOW MILEAGE $5500 OR BEST OFFER STEPHEN TAYLOR 353-4714

FOR SALE
"For Sale: Formal dresses-tea length and
long-sizes 8*7. Excellent Condltlonexcellent prlcea. Call Llaa today at
384-2781 • •

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 dough B15
2 bedroom furnished apartments.
private parking, laundry laolities
ALL MAJOR UTILITIES PAID'

362-8181

Mon . Tuos , Thurs with Nettie
THE ARRANGEMENT
352-4101 Expires 2-15-88

Attractive Remodeled unfurmsh 2 bdrm apt
Grads or quiet undergrads 12mo-lease al ma|or
uhWiespd 710 7th SI 352 3445

Brad McDevitt

> ' A(Z a«eaM

.X
Sycamore Square
Nov.

They're all wet.

Available Kail lHKK

l Bedroom Graduate Apartments
Second and Manville
353-0683

at 7:15 and 9:15
PRESENT AT OUR

The BG News

Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE:

Two days prior to publication. 4p.m.
" {The BG News is not responsible tor postal service de-ays)

RATES:

per ad ore 65' per line. $1.95 minimum.
- 50' entro per od for bold typtt.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

PREPAYMENT:
NOTICE:

BOX

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" acU
1" (8 line maximum)

S 5.85

2" {16 line maximum) $11.70

is required tor all rion-university feioted businesses and individuals.
The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
214 West Mall immediately il there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors m clossified ads for more thon two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who ploce advertising in The BG News
The decision on whether to releose this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discouroge the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Coses of froud can be prosecuted.

Save $5 per month on 9 or 12 month
leases signed by March 31
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. 8c Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance
Hr$:Mon-Frl9-7
Sat. 10-4

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (•HINT) .

PHONES-

ADDRESS

(UJ^D Mini-Courses:

SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*
(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad ciearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold typo)

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Cawiaiia i, Clfy Events'
Lost and Found
,

_

Hides

_

Services Offered
Personals

_

.Wanted
. Help Wanted
.For Set la
. For toot

Mixology I:
Date:
Feb. 16, 23. March 1, 8. 15
Place:
Amani Room
Time:
6-7 p.m.
Cost:
$18.00
Min.:
20 Max.: 40
Teacher: Mike Stemple
Leam about different alcohols, mixing basic
drinks and glassware garnishing. Some
drinks will be sampled.

Mixology II:
Date:
Feb. 16. 23. March 1, 8. 15
Amani Room
Place:
Time:
7:15-8:15 p.m.
Coat:
118.00
20 Max: 40
Min.:
Mike Stemple
Teacher:
This course is designed for the student who
has had Mixology I. More details of mixes,
mixing, and getting into the bar business
will be given.

•YOU MUST BE 21

■ Campus/City Event ode are published free of charge for one day lor o non-profit event or meeting only.

* I.D. required at sign-up and at first class

DattM to appear .
Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Moil)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
Total number of days to appear.

Phone:

372-2601

-wine tasting
-photography

Other Courses:
-bike tips
-cross stitch
-cross stitch on waste canvas
-car maintenance
-basketry
-scissor snipping
•Signups begin Feb. 2 and end Feb. 12. 1988
' Must pay at time of sign-up
• Refund given only if UAO cancel* class
'No refund given if you fall to attend class
UAO Office: 3rd floor. University Union 372-2343

